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LIES, DAMNED LIES AND AUDITED ACCOUNTS

A decade ago there was a series of jokes going the rounds about

how certain professions would answerthe Question ☁Whatdoes 1 + 1

=?☜. The Auditor's response was "What do you want the answer to be?".

We used this as the introduction to a campaign in the early 1 990s on

the capitalisation of software development. Companies like Sage would

write off all such development costs as and when incurred. On the other

hand QSPwould capitalise it and, indeed, take that to the P&L. So simple

investors, and even simpler analysts like us, would think that QSP was

more pro table than Sage ♥ whereas on a like-for♥like basis, QSP was

making losses.

This debate got very heated but we undoubtedly played our part in

the almost complete eradication of this practice. But, in fact, our argument

was much more to do with having one standard so that straightforward

comparisons between similar companies could be made.

Over the last few years (indeed we have commented on this before),

a not dissimilar issue has arisen over the treatment of goodwill.

As you can see from the following table of the most highly valLed S/lTS companies

in the UK, there are at least four different policies on the amortisation of goodwill

arising from acquisitions. These range from the most "conservative" of them all ♥

Misys which writes off goodwill over just 5 years ♥ to Sage who doesn't write it off

at all!

indeed, until 27th Feb. 02, many investors might have panicked at Mlsys' negative

net asset position but feltvery reassured by the near £1 bn of shareholder funds at

CMG. But much of this Eibn was represented by the £1.4br that CMG paid for

Admiral back at the very height of the IT boom in May 00. Given that Admiral had

revenues of just £1 70m and PET of £24m in calendar year 1999, we has pondered

for some time what ☁carrying value' the Admiral bit of CMG would now attract,

Obviously CMG had the same concerns and decided at the end of Feb. 02 to write

off an extra 2564m of this goodwill thereby reducing net assets irom 俉968m at 30th
Jun. 01 to just 俉382m at 31st Dec. 01.

The spotlight should now turn toXansa which many might consider to be the

most conservative of companies. But the goodwill on its balance sheet resulting

from its acquisitions ♥ the largest being Druid - now almost equals Xansa☁s market
capitalisation. Clearly another company requiring a goodwill revew.

Just as in the capitalisation of software development. our argument is NOT that

Goodwill on
Net null Balance Sheet Date Goodwill amortisation policy

Min. 5, Max. 20 years but reviewed alter Year

One and periodically to ensure canyan value

Caplu £266m sasom 30<Jun~01 can be recovered

CMG £98m☜ £1,057m 30-Jun-01 Was 20 years...
...stltl 20 years but after £56m exceptional

ESZBm 2488'" SI Dec-01 goodwill write 0".

Logch 29mm £4401" 304mm 20 year: straight line

may: {as m Essen 30-Nov-01 Five years

No amortisation as 'goodwill capitalised has

Sago E539m 2838:☜ 30♥Sep-01 an Inde nite economic Ille'

Xll'lll £843rn £780": 31-0cl-01 20 years
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either the Sage or the Xansa position

is wrong or right.

Our point is that there should be

one set of rules for similar companies

so that, for example, EPS and Balance

Sheet comparisons can be made on

the same basis. What that rule is (one,

five, 20 years, infinity) might be

considered as of secondary

importance.

But the crash in the valuations of

lT companies in the last two years has

raised the goodwill issue to the

forefront. We would contend that the

goodwill valuations of practically every

company acquired in the heady days

of 1998-2000 are now too high. In

the US, analysts have reckoned that,

in the TMT sector alone, such goodwill

valuations are overstated by (wait for

it) "as much as a trillion dollars ".

Between 1998 and 2000, we estimate

that around £250bn was spent by UK

TMTcompanies on acquisitions. Since

then valuations have declined by as

much as 70%.

Goodwill very rarely gets adjusted

[con rmed on page two]
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[continued from page one]

except when an ☁event' takes place

♥- most usually when the acquired

company is sold or goes bust. But

we are now seeing more and more

companies like CMG being forced

into such write downs. Worldcom

this month announced that it would

write off up to $20bn of goodwill.

Marconi wrote off £8.4bn of

goodwill in 2001 and Vodafone

some E4bn. We rmly believe that

such write-offs will become endemic

♥ and will increasing affect UK 8/

ITS companies.

Enronmania

Many readers will detect echoes

in all this of the Enron debacle.
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Indeed investors are looking much more closely at how balance sheets are

made up/backed up in the light of the Enron scandal.

But the Enron affair has had another immediate effect on our sector.

Most auditors also have considerable management consultancy practices

where IT is by far the biggest revenue earner. Indeed Andersen earned $25m

for auditing Enron books but another $27m from consultancy/IT work. In the

UK, PwC earned 28m from audit fees at Unilever but another £38m from other

consultancy work. Here, and at companies like CGNU (where Ernst & Young

have a similar potential con ict). decisions have already been taken to limit hon.

audit☂ work given to auditors. At Airtours AGM this month, its relationship with

auditors Andersen was attacked. Airtours spent £1.2m on audit fees...but

another 98m for IT-related work.

Not only have there have been immediate calls to separate the two activities

but, in the space ofjust one month, three such ☁spin offs' have been announced/

brought forward.

- PwC is to IPO its consultancy activities in the spring.

- KPMG is planning to sell its UK consultancy operations to its counterpart

in the US which has already oated.

» Deloitte, also "reluctant/V announced a separation from its consulting

arm, Deloitte Consulting.

Two years ago Cap Gemini bought Ernst & Young☁s consultancy activities

in the biggest acquisition the sector has seen. It has hardly proved a mega

success and in a nal ironic twist, CGEY is now considering dropping the EY bit

of its name! Of course, Andersen Consulting was sepalaied and floated as

Accenture.

But, even if these separations take place, it will not really help the situation

that much. It is reckoned that not more than half of ☁non audit fees' are earned

by the consulting arms of the ☁Big Five' auditing firms. The auditing bits will still

be left with lucrative fees from recruitment, M&A due diligence, business plan

assistance, taxation advice and a myriad other non-audit services. The only

way to get a truly independent audit Is to ban all this work too. Indeed Andersen

has taken steps this month to separate its ☁external☂ from its ☁internal' audit

work. But all this means that not only would audits in themselves then become

much more (many contend prohibitively) expensive, but businesses will still

need that kind oi business advice anyway but will have to pay for the learning
process again from another company.

Something is rotten in the state of Denmark

Whatever, already in the first two months of 2002, more has been written

about accounting/audit issues than perhaps we haVe 598☜ in the last ten years

DUI tOgelher. Sage and Innovation Group have come under attack for their
revenue recognition policies. Anite has been critiClsed for ☜0' Consolidating
losses In minority♥owned subsidiaries and, in the Usr C°mPUter Associates

has seen its share price tumble and its credit rating reduce to near Junk bond

status on worries over its accounting policies. 4

Again the point is not what is the right or wrong ☜mg lo d0. Reveme
recognition has provided the fuel for some of the biggest scams in cm indugtw

over many years. It☂s about time there was one clear and universally observed

rule.

All this is causing a major crisis of con dence, It is an issue which will not go
away quickly. In our opinion it is going 10 Change the face, and perhaps the
balance sheets too, of our own industry quite dramatically.

Anything which aids transparency, boosts confidence and makes

comparisons more straightforward is something we would greatly

welcome.
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As you

knowbynow

(we have

told you often enough) outsourcing
is the main driver of the UK
software and IT services market
at the moment. Without it the
sector would actually have been in
recession last year. You will also

have gathered, if you saw Holway
at the Regent Conference or been
briefed by any OH analyst recently,

that BPO will add another

dimension to the market in the
coming years (we have just started

work on a report to look at the

opportunities more closely).
Clearly, though. it is a market

fraughtwith danger for the unwary.

High pro le failures can severely

damage reputations, let alone

P&Ls and balance sheets. 80 it is

one area where it is important to

get it right.

Ovum Holway recently carried

out some research for law firm

Berwin Leighton Paisner

specialising in the area looking at

legal disputes in outsourcing and

how to avoid them. It was a small

survey ♥ just seven companies ♥

but between them they command

half the revenue of the UK IT

outsourcing market

 

As you might expect, all of them

have their own in»house teams of

lawyers closely involved in all

stages of drawing up the contracts.

In general, a commercial team will

put together the bid and the

lawyers will dot the i☂s, cross the

t☂s, and add the Terms and

Conditions.

External lawyers aren☂t used for

☁standard' contracts, but then what☂s

standard? They do tend to be used

for large and complex deals, such as

government bids/PFI projects, very

long term contracts or where there

is some element of risk/reward.

Given the increase in PFI and also

the new areas that companies are

becoming involved in through BPO,

for example, some see a greater use

of specialist lawyers emead,

Expertise is also sought in some

specialist areas of outsourcing, e.g.

TUPE, where the law is seen as very

changeable. Of course it's not just

lawyers - other specialist consultants

may be used, or banks for complex

nancial arrangements.

The impression from the press

coverage - that outsourcing deals are

failing left, right and centre ♥ seems

to be mostly about selling

newspapers. It was not the

experience of the companies we

inten/iewed, The typical response

was along the lines of, ☂We have only

had one or two serious disputes in

the last ten years"♥ a serious dispute

being one that has warranted the

need to seek legal advice or ended

up in court.

On the other hand, there are a large

number of "skirmishes", as it was

aptly put ♥ ☜they involve virtually all

customers at some time or other".

These disputes, which were

handled in-house, generally related

to two main areas:

Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
are, not surprisingly a great source
of dispute, for several reasons.

Firstly, the SLAs can bear little

relationship to the business
requirements. This is a problem

which usually emerges early on in a

contract, when the business unit

disagrees with the SLAs originally
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NO M☂LUD (OR HOW TO AVOID LEGAL DISPUTES IN

OUTSOURCING)

speci ed by the IT department.

Even if the service levels are

appropriate, their measurement is

often a source of endless argument

♥ how should it be measured, what

should be included and what not?

The SLA benchmark may be met

but the client is still not happy, or

conversely the client may be happy

when the SLAs don't actually meet

 

the contracted levels.

Recompense relating to SLA

failures is also itself a cause for

disaffection. If a failure materially

impacts the business, and hence the

actual (or perceived) reputation of

the client, then no amount of service

credit is likely to make amends.

The other main area of dispute

relates to managing changes in the

client's business, Events occur,

particularly mergers and

acquisitions, that change company

priorities and focus. Ifthese changes

cannot be handled within the

contract, then disputes arise.

Although public sector disputes

have been very high pro le in recent

years (lTNET/Hackney, SBS/

Passport Agency, etc) there were

mixed views as to whether there

were more disputes in this market.

On the one hand, public sector

projects are always on the basis of

a bid, which increases the likelihood

of a mismatch between price and

service. Because it involves the

public purse, lawyers are also likely

to be called in at an early stage. In

mitigation, there was thought to be

a greater understanding and

[continued on paga lour]
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[continued 1mm page three]

standardisation of approach to

outsourcing in the public sector,

compared to some areas in the

private sector where clients can

come up with ☜weird☝ ideas

 

(according to one respondent).

Whatever the industry, there will

be disputes ♥ these are Very long

relationships so there is bound to

be disagreement at some time. But

it is the fear of these reaching the

courts that drives the efforts to

resolve by negotiation; ☂1 . . disputes

can poison a relationship and

ma teria/ly impact business ". And

it☂s not just the supplier that suffers

- ☜it reflects badly on both sides".

But if you have to resort to the law,

so be it.

However, the focus is primarily on

resolution. Whereas in the US

contracts are pretty basic and the

lawyers are called in for the slightest

problem, in the UK the effort goes

into getting the contract right and

resolving any ensuing problems

round the table.

Apart from anything else, lawyers

can harden positions and make settlement

more difficult. If external lawyers are

needed, then "you need lawyers that are

mature and can broker a compromise and

keep the relationship with the customer".

So what are the lessons that these

sages of outsourcing have learned over

the years? Well it's as much good sense

as any revelations:

- Strong account management is vital.

There needs to be regular dialogue at

senior executive level and joint

planning with the client should be part of the relationship. (For one company

the on-going project management team included one person whose role

was to have an in-depth knowledge of the contract).

0 Be very clear up-front about the specification of the service and price it

properly. Ensure it matches the business need.

0 Include measures of SLA achievement and include clearly defined

benchmarks where possible.

0 Include a dispute escalation/resolution process in the contract, including

referral to arbitration. If the relationship is right then escalation to even the

highest levels should be the norm. (And learn from problems that do

arise).

- Get specialist legal advice where necessary, particularly in handling TUPE.

- Ensure that the contract/service levels can be reviewed for changing

customer circumstances. Realign the contract as the client's business

changes to make sure it is still relevant.

The bottom line is that it is better to re-negotiate the contract if it comes to

the worst. ☁Better to fix the marriage, rather than sue for divorce☁.
Unfortunately, though, there will always be some clients bent on litigation ♥

the dot.coms in general (but not much of a problem nowl). More relevant in a

downturn, there may be some companies looking for a way out of a contract

they can no longer afford (particularly in those industry sectors in the doldrums,
such as telecoms and nance). Ultimately there may be no choice but to call in
the legal team.

  

The research was carried out for Berwin Leighton Paisner ♥ contact Quentin

Solt (0207-7630-4203; guentin.solt@benivinleightonpaisnercom or Amanda

3 Lewis (0207-427-1387; amanda.lewis@berwinleightonpaisner 99m).
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CE, Bridget Blow, was at ease

as she presented a set of results

this month, which illustrated a

turnaround for lTNET. A year

previously, the company had been

suffering from problems

encountered as a result of the early

termination of lTNET☂s benefits

contract with Hackney, and Bridget

had been explaining the reasons for

a pre-tax loss of 俉1.4m. It must

have been a much more pleasurable

job to report a pre-tax pro t for the

year to 315☁ Dec. 01 of☁210.5m, and

a diluted EPS of 9.12p (loss per

share of 0.1 8p in 2000). This pro t

was on turnover of £178.4m, up

11% from the previous year. The

area of the business over which

Hackney cast a shadow was

business process sen/ices (BPS),

which saw revenues decline by 10%

to £23.6m in the year.

Both lTNET's public sector and

commercial business reported

increases in turnover, Public sector

revenues saw an increase of 14% in

turnover to 俉86m. An even brighter

picture is painted if Hackney is taken

out of the equation ♥ without

Hackney, turnover would have

increased by 29%. The company

won 16 new government contracts

in 2001 and in the last six months,

the pipeline has increased by88%.

The consulting business, French

lTNET - 2001 Business mix

Total = 21 76.4m

Business

Process
Services

Consultancy 135%
Services

55%

Application

Services

24.0%
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Thornton, performed exceptionally well, as public sector clients scrambled to

submit their e-government strategies. This is afar cry from the declines we

have seenfrom the high♥level consulting revenues of companies active in the

commercial market. Boosting the government-related revenues further was

the SAP implementation business and related outsourcing contracts This

area of the business was kick»startecl by lTNET☂s success at the London Borough

of En eld SAP revenues were up 155% in 2001.

Commercial revenues increased by 9% to £90.4m. However, things were

certainly not as rosy as in the public sector ♥ the size of contracts has been

much smaller and due to the "shortage ofcontracts to bid fof☂, the order book

at the end of 2001 was down compared to the end of 2000. In ITNEi's favour,

it won 10 new customers in 2001 so will benefit from a larger customer base

when the upturn comes. The commercial sector has not been quite as keen on

ASP, but there was a 24% increase in application services business revenues,

including the provision of CRM sen/ices and Internet and Intranet technologies.

lTNET took actions to control its costs quicker than most when it recognised

a slowing of the commercial market at the end of 2001 , and as a result, it has

seen margin rates continually increasing in all its primary revenue streams. The

average headcount over the year was 2498 compared to 2619 in 2000

Margins also bene ted from the termination of the loss-making Hackney

contract, and the higher margins of the SAP business,

From what we can see, lTNET is in a strong position

to put in a good performance in 2002, Its order book

at the year-end was 俉276.4m, up from £270.6m at

the end of 2000, and today, the order book stands at

俉295m ♥ since the year-end it has bagged two renewals

with a value of £14m, as well as one other large

contract. Bridget Blow commented, "the Group is

confident in the outlook for the outsourcing market. ,.

public sector business is expected to continue its

pattern of healthy growth while market uncertainties

Continue in the commercial sector☝. lTNET is now in a

☁M'as☁rucmre good nancial shape to bene t from the boom in the

52:33? outsourcing market, whilst continuing to increase its

strength in the commercial market so that it can take

advantage of the upturn in when it comes.
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BPO-meisters Capita are still

showing the rest of the industry

pretty well a clean pair of heels.

Turnover for the year ended 31☜

Dec. 01 soared 52% to £691.2m;

mostly organic. Total operating

pro t (post-goodwill) rose 30% to

£58m, but ore♥goodwill this was

actually a 41% jump to £77.1m.

Pre-tax profits (post-goodwill)

rose 33% to £53m and EPS

increased 25% to 4.67p. Capita's

executive Chairman Rod Aldridge

was much pleased: "Record levels

of new business secured in 2001

already underpin strong organic

growth for 2002 and 2003. This

visibility of earnings gives us

con dence in our current estimate

of 2875/71 turnover for 2002. "

contract wins totalling 俉730m (the

budget for the year was ESOOm).

The £730m is made up of a ESOOm/

10 year contract with the BBC to

administer TV licensing, and a

俉230m/5 year contract with

Transport for London (Tij The

lattercontract is subject to approval

of the scheme, but Capita has been

awarded preferred supplier status.

But its success is not just down

to winning new customers. Capita

can also boast a 95% client

retention rate, with clients

"consistent/y renewing and

extending contracts". The

impressive performance is not

isolated in the public sector. Capita

has managed to buck the trend in

the private sector. Clients with

Capita Group Plc

10 year Revenue and PET Record "9☜"

Relative to 1992
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Comment: Crikey! How many

other players can ore-announce

their 2002 results with

con dence on the day they

release 2001 numbers? Capita☁s

confidence in its performance

through to 2003 is understandable

when we hear that in 2001, the

Group exceeded its internal

budget of £400m for major

contracts (the actual total for the

year was E744m). And this year,

just two months in, it has already

beaten its budget, with major

1997 1953 1999 2000 20m
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whom it has won or extended

contracts include NatWest, Norwich

Union, HBOS and Npower. Indeed,

at the results brie ng, Capita quoted

from recent Romtec research,

which, in the nance sector, ranked

Capita at No.5 in 2001. It had not

made it into the rankings the

previous year. This just goes to

show that Capita is succeeding

where others are falling down.

Selectivity is one of Capita's

keys to success, and in the process.

it insists on a fair balance between

C A PI T A CAPPING IT ALL OFF WITH A CONFIDENT

☝ ☁ TWO-YEAR OUTLOOK
risk and reward. In the central

government market, where other

companies point to lower margins

than in the commercial sector, Capita
is reporting the highest profit
margins. A large number of the
projects in central government are
Greenfield projects with a high

degree of risk, so Capita has

ensured a high margin in return. In

local government, the proportion of

total revenue has reduced from 22%

to 18%. This is a lower margin

business (010%) and the Group has

been choosy in the projects it goes

for. What is clear is, as Group

Finance Director, Gordon Hurst,

pointed out, Capita ☜is simply not a

business which is under margin
pressure".

As well as its selectivity, there

are many more reasons why Capita
produces such excellent results
year in year out...to go on about

them again would be Boringof us.

The only blip on Capita's record

recently has been surrounding the

Individual Learning Accounts (ILA),

But from what we can see, it should
also be the Government that takes
heed. Capita admits that it ☜should
have been more robust in pointing
out shortcomings in the

specification", but it is also true that
the Government makes it an

incredibly long and arduous process
to get speci cations altered.

The ILA contract was a prime

target for the press, and the same
will be true for many of capitaus

recent wins. In establishing the
Criminal Record Bureau, heiping to
tighten up TV Licensing and being
involved in the introduction of
congestion charging in London (TfL).
it may become less popular with the
public.... but we can't see its
shareholders complaining!
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Logica has announced its interim results for the six months

ended 31st Dec. 01. They are pretty much in line with

expectations, revenues up 19% to £800.2m, PBT up 6% to

£61.6m (although before goodwill and exceptionals, the increase

is 21%), diluted EPS down1% to 9p (before goodwill and

exceptionals, up from 10.7p to 12.8p),

Commenting on the outlook, MD and CE, Dr Martin Read,

said "Having delivered strong growth in messaging during the

first half, we expectgrowth in Mobile Networks in the second half,

Revenue by client sector

Public sector

9%
  

 

   

 

Financial services

13% ,
Telecoms

40%

compared to last year, to be at best modest... in services, we dis::::;r:'and
expect to see a solid performance in the second half, bene ting (ranspo

from our strong order backlog and an increasing proportion of 16%
longer term business giving better visibility of revenue. ☜

The biggest growth was in mobile networks ♥ 28%, all organic

♥which accounted for 27% of business. Other telecoms business

dragged the sector down, with a revenue fall of 10%, so that telecoms as a

whole grewjust 12% and now constitutes 40% of business, from 43%. Public

sector revenue was up 23% (17% organic), and energy and utilities business

grew 31 %, most of this through acquisitions. Financial services was almost as

bad as telecoms; revenue grew 13%,although if it hadn☂t been for acquisitions

this would have been a 12% decline.

By client location it was the UK that let the side down, up just 4%, so the

UK represents 38% of the total, down from 44%. US growth was 20%,

although in fact the Americas operating unit itself showed a decline in revenue

of 23% in H1 with no expectations ofgrowth in H2. Continental Europe client

revenue was up 30% and Asia/Paci c up 35%. In the UK itwas the telecoms

sector that did the damage, with a 22% fall to £29.7m, whilst public sector

was the star with 44% growth to £89.4m. In other areas, energy and utilities

was up 7% to £78,3m, industry, distribution8. transport was down 5% to

俉50.8m and nancial services was up 23% to £31.1m.

Perhaps the most interesting part is the revenue by business type for the

group as awhole:

☁ Mobile Networks at 俉161.7m delivered 28% growth and saw its

percentage share increase to 27% from 25%.

- But the STAR performer. in terms of revenue growth. was BPO (you

better believe itl), which delivered a 92% increase to £87m and is now 14% of

Logica's revenue.

' Consultancy/Professional services grew 22% to 俉171.4m, this includes

the results of pdv, and now accounts for 29% of revenues.

- Systems Integration declined by 7% to 俉180.1m and saw its share of

total revenue fall to 30% from 38%.

There were also some Board changes. Andrew Given (well respected and

highly rated) has been promoted to Deputy Chief Executive, but will retire from
Logica at the end of 2002. His role as Group Finance Firector is lled by

Seamus Keating, who joins the Logica Board, Helmut Mamsch (ex-chairman

VEBA AG) is appointed deputy chairman, he has been a NED since 1997.

Richard Wakling, who has been a NED since 1995 is retiring from the Board at

the end of March, whilst Richard North (Group Finance Director, Six Continents

plc, and chairman of Britvic Soft Drinks) is appointed NED and will take over the

audit committee when Richard Wakling retires.

 

Energy & Utility

22%

Comment - It's those cylinders

again. Our running comment on

Logica is that it never res on all

cylinders at once. Here it is again,

but perhaps with more mis res than

usual. You can understand the

nervous market reaction (shares

down 28% on the month and the

company looking as if it may fall out

of the FTSE100), with the news not

good in the UK and the US, systems

integration suffering and a warning

that year~on~year growth in the

Mobile Networks division over the

second halfwill be "atbestmodest",

(assumed to mean 010%) against

guidance given in Dec. 01 of 30%

growth. It explains why Martin Read

spent so long at the briefing

explaining why there is still lots of

growth left in the messaging market

and how well Logica is placed to

exploit it ♥ without it the company

would belooking much shakier.

Two areas of the business

worthy of comment are the public

sector operation, described as the

'Cinderella' business, where Logica's

persistence has paid off, As well as

central government projects, such

as the £200m CPS deal, which

accounts for the largest part of this

business, Logica is also making

inroads into the local government

sector ♥ the俉13m win at Hackney

[continued on page eight]
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[continued from page seven]

being an example.

And we can☂t leave it without a

mention of the BPO business

(previously known as Application

Management), which grew a

massive 92% and now accounts

for 14% of revenue. Read is looking

to double the proportion of

business that comes from BPO and

maybe this is where some of the

iE
l?

☁7
. ><

 

Healthcare and retail specialist

Torex has reported turnover up

almost 50% for the year to 31 5☁ Dec.

01 - £132.2m compared with

£88.4m, with £8.4m of that

attributable to acquisitions. PET is

up even more; £8.9m is an increase

of 74% over the £5.1m of the

previous year - the company had a

record operating margin of 15.4%.

EPS is up from 9.0p to 9.9p.

The (continental) European

health business now represents

30% of Torex☂ revenue, whilst UK

health is 43% and retail 27%. Most

of the revenue growth came from

the health business in continental

Europe, due to the Laufenberg

Group contribution for its first full

year. But profit growth was most

apparent in the UK health sector,

where operating profit jumped by

160%. it☁s good repeat business,

too - in the health market in the UK

£27.5m of orders were received

from existing customers during the

year. it was a difficult year in the the

retail sector, with revenue down

15%. but operating margin was up

and the company managed to

expand into areas,

geographically into Eire and into the

fashion market.

new

shortfall in telco revenue will come

from. There will be a massive BPO

market out there in the future (see

our forthcoming report) the

question is, can Logica play withthe

big boys?

But prospects overall were

suf ciently below expectations to

prompt some warnings from

brokers. It led Williams De Broe to

TOREX ♥ IN GOOD HEALTH

Torex

note that "it☂s not a question of

whether there will be a profit

warning, but when ...The balance

sheet is deteriorating rapidly, as

abysmal cash flow fails to support

the increasing working capital

requirements of the business (and)

the management continues to be in

strong denial".

7 year Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1995
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1995
(Hmonlhs)

£132.2m
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Chris Moore, Chairman,

commented, "2002 has started with

an unprecedented level of secured

revenue of £89.1m. Another

promising year lies ahead and we

have no intention of relaxing our

targets in anypart of the business".

Comment - All good stuff from

Torex, a company in the right place

at the right time and continuing to

move in the right direction. As we

pointed out in our public sector

report, the health market is a good

place to be. In its briefing the

company quoted Tony Blair; "if the

NHS is not basically xed by the next

election, then lam happy to suffer

the consequences. lam quite willing

to be held to account by the voter if

we fall" ♥ that's pretty good support

or your business!

The company is looking to

expand in Europe, initially by
acquisition (the preferred route for

a number of years now) particularly

in Austria, France and Scandinavia.
Managed services and outsourcing
are also a target (for both the health
and retail business) and must surely
be a substantial opportunity for

Torex - maintenance and managed
services accounting for 47% of
business in 2001 , up from 35%, with
an expectation of it reaching more
than 50% this year.

 



CAP GEMINI
EK\SI☁& YOUNG

 

CGEY has released audited

results for the year ended 31☜ Dec.

01 in linewith predictions before the

year-end. Revenuewas up 21% to

Eur08,416m (£5,141m), but on a

pro torma basis (the Ernst and

Young acquisition was approved in

May 2001) revenue is actually down

1%. The problems CGEY has been

having are revealed by the operating

income, which on a proforma basis

is under half the previous year's

gure at Euro423m (E258m), which

is just 5% of revenue but includes

Eur0181m (Ei☁lOm) of

restructuring costs. EPS is 30% of

last year's gure at Eur012 (73p).

UK revenue was Eur01,414m

(c2852m). up almost 6%, but with

an operating loss of EuroSm

(c21.8m).

Asia Paci c and the US saw the

biggest pro forma revenue falls for

the group, 6.9% and 6.1%

respectively. Growth came from

France (6.4%), Central Europe

(6.4%), UK & Ireland (5.9%) and the

Nordic countries (47%). Europe as

a whole was up 4.3%. while the rest

of the business was down a similar

amount. North America now

constitutes 34% of revenue and

Europe 83%, led by the UK & Ireland

(17%) and France (16%).

Operating margin was 5% overall,

higher in North America (6.3%) but

Asia Paci c made a 4.6% loss.

By line of business, strategy and

technology accounted for 15% of

revenue, outsourcing 22% (20% in

the first half and 24% in the second)

and business solutions and

technology 63%, of which the low♥

cost Sogeti business constituted

7%.

The Board of Directors noted,

"the Group has succeeded in

remaining pro table in 2007 in what

was an extremely dif cult market,

implementing restructuring
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CAP UK GOES lNTO THE RED

Revenue by Geography

   

Asia Paci c

3%
South Europe

Central Europe

6%

Nordic Northal☁xgerica

7%

Benelux

12%

Frame UK E: Ireland
16% 17%

measures which signi cantly reduced operating costs and prepared it to enter

2002 in thebestpossrb/e condition. The business rebound is however expected

to be deferred due to the low level ofbookings in the second half of2001. The
fourth quarter in general benefits from a strong positive seasonal effect which

did not occur this time. First quarter revenue will therefore be signi cantly lower
than both the rst and fourth quarters of 200 7. The Group ☂s objective is to
recovergrowth andmake signi cant improvement in operating margin as quickly
as possible. In both cases, the real turnaround cannot be expected before the
middle of this year "

The new FY started with a headcount of 056,500, 3,000 less than on 1☜
Jan. 01,

Comment - The news here is the loss made in the UK. The company
☁rationalised☂ in the UK early on and we would have expected to see the bene t
coming through. Also. we understood that CGEY decided not to launch the
Sogeti ☁low-cost☂ services operation in the UK so as not to undermine existing
margins ♥ what margins?

Overall CGEY has been a major loser in the downturn in demand for people-
based business, having bought E&Y at precisely the wrong time. It didn☂t get
any better as the year progressed; revenue for H2 was 14% under the
company☂s own forecast made at the halfway stage.

The company has also suffered from the slowdown in telecoms and nance
sector business (along with the rest of the world) but energy and utilities, the

public sector, health, the pharmaceutical industry are doing well (again, along

with the rest of the world). The company said that outsourcing is progressing

fast, but thenit's growing from a relatively small base after CGEY's lack of focus
on this market in recent years (which they must be bitterly regretting now). The

plan is to grow outsourcing to 30% of the business within the next three years,

but is it possible and is it enough?

The company also said that ☜the launch of SOGETI will enable a gain of

marketshare in the professional services business", but this is very low margin

body-shopping stuff at the bottom of the food chain.

The general conclusion was that "After a period given over to cost

adjustment in 2001, the Group will now concentrate its efforts on improving

sales performance". We wonder if they can also chew gum at the same time.
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DIAGONAL

Farnham-based system house

Diagonal has reported its results

for the year ended 30th Nov. 01 . At

the headline level, total turnover was

in line with last year at £82.2m (from

£82.7m last year) although

continuing operations grew 8% to

£79m. Operating pro t, however,

fell 15% to £3.9m (14% drop on

continuing ops), which resulted in

pre-tax profits declining 12% to

俉4.3m. EPS fell 32% to 2.26p.

Revenues in the core Consulting

division rose 19% to £44.6m, gross

pro ts rose 17% to £13.3m and

operating margins (pre-goodwill)

increased from 9.7%to 11.1%. But

this is a division of two halves, so to

speak. The SAP consulting

business saw revenue up 30% to

俉36.4m, with an operating margin

(before goodwill amortisation) of

11.1%,uponlastyear's 10.5%. By

contrast, Enterprise Application

integration (EAI) consulting did not

fare so well. Revenue dropped 14%

to £8,1m, although operating

margin jumped from 7.3% to

10.8% as the result of reductions in

the cost base.

Consulting now accounts for

54% of the business, up from 45%

in the previous nancial year. SAP

consultancy is increasingly a global

occupation; Diagonal worked with

clients in over 20 countries in 2001

♥Asia, North America and Europe ~

new offices have been opened in

Philadelphia and Singapore on the

back of customer demand. For the

group as a whole, though, almost

88% of business is in the UK. This

is down from 2000 mainly due to

an almost 10♥fold increase in

turnover outside the UK and

Europe.

The rest of the business is

primarily Secure Networks, which

has been built out of a number of

acquisitions in 1999 and 2000.

A STRAIGHT LINE FOR DIAGONAL

Diagonal pic

7 year Revenue and PET Record
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Revenue from this division was up

5.4% to 221 .4m, with an operating

margin (before goodwill

amortisation) of 9.8%. in fact the

network infrastructure business

took a dive and was replaced by

higher-value projects, which

improved margins in H2 (although

still down from the 14.4% in the

previous year)

There is (orwas) also resourcing.

Although Diagonal sold off lT staff

agency MAPP in Apr. 01, they still

have some staffing activities, which

turned in revenue of £1 3.4m, some

15% down on the previous year

(about par for the course). Gross

margins also fell from 19.4% to

16.9% (though many ITSAs would

cut off their right arms for even these

marginsl). But Diagonal's resourcing

operations have since been

subsumed within the Consulting

division.

Echoing what has become a

fairly repetitive ☁outlook' statement

from most companies around this

time of year, Diagonal☂s chairman

Mark Samuels, believes the

company is ☜well placed to take

advantage of market conditions

when they imp rave.

Comment ♥ Perhaps we

shouldn't expect any more from

Diagonal, caught in the middle of

EB,2m

  

 

   

1m 2000 not

changing direction as the market

turned bad. They have failed to

realise any value from (Le. sell) the

remaining staff businesses, so have,

instead, rolled the activities in with

the existing SAP resourcing

operation in the Consulting division.

The brand names are being

continued, though. This always

leaves the opportunity to exploit the

brands again when the market

improves, but the current plan is for

no separate reporting.

The rest of the business appears

to be firming up, with consultancy

day rates up from the rst half of the

year and utilisation rates holding

steady (75% in SAP consulting and

61% in EN). The network business

is moving to higher margin work and

the company is still looking to cross

sell between divisions.

Looking ahead, the company

sees the SAP business growing on
the back of client retention "better

than anyone else by miles" said

Graham Creswick, Chief Executive,

at the briefing. Growth will be

primarily organic, although

acquisitions are also on the cards

for the right deal. The net result

being the anticipation of no growth

(over the previous year) in H1 2002,

but a 15% growth across the

business in H2.
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In its nancial year to 81st Dec

01, CMG has reported turnover

growth of 13.6% to 俉920.4m (up

12% at constant currency) including

the effect of acquisitions. Pre-tax

loss before exceptional items was

俉15,9m, compared to a profit of

£83.1m in 2000. Exceptional items

included £56.3m of goodwill

amortisation, 俉8.9m of exceptional

restructuring costs, and a hefty

俉564m of exceptional goodwill

impairment provisions in respect of

Admiral, ComputerAnswers and

other smaller acquisitions. This has

left £488m of goodwill on the

balance sheet compared to

俉1087m at the end of 2000.

CMG realises that the industry

is now one where demand no longer

always outstrips supply and that

people are rationalising the suppliers

that they use. This should be to

CMG☂s advantage as many

customers see the company as a

☜tnistedpartnef☁. In order to see the

company through to the economic

upturn, the Group has also

undertaken a cost-cutting exercise

and achieved E40m of annualised

cost savings in H2 01.

Also on CMG☂s side is its

recurring revenues ☜underpinned by

outsourcing/managed services☝

which achieved organic growth of

31% in 2001. Its Government

business has also performed well,

achieving 19% growth in the year,

Managed services and the public

sector accounted for one-third of

the Group's ICT turnover in 2001.

CMG also states that it has moved

further into genuine Business

Process Outsourcing (BPO).

But apart from these areas, the

rest of the results are a mixed bag,

with the majority of the

announcement making pretty

depressing reading. 85% of CMG's

turnover comes from lCT services,
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SUBSTANTIAL GOODWILL WRITEDOWN...THE FIRST

OF MANY IN THE S/lTS SECTOR?

which achieved 7% organic growth (at constant exchange rates) resulting in

turnover of £781 .Qm. However, there was a "marked decline in utilisation levels"

from Sep. 01 , and this is said to have been most severe in the UK industries of

personal finance, insurance and transport. Looking forward, things are not

looking bright ♥ the company states that in the rst half of 2002, it does not see

scope for revenue growth over H2 01.

The Wireless Data Solutions (WDS) business saw revenue decline 11% to

£138,5m, representing 15% of Group revenues. Full year loss before tax was
£19,7m. The decline in revenues from teleCOFns PTOdUC☁S came as European

operators incurred large debts and slowed their purchaSan- BLISirtess from the
rest of the world was unable to compensate for the (19011083 in these revenues_

But CMG is eternally optimistic about the polemial for this market and expects
overall revenues to grow ☜significanth in 2002☁

Geographically, Benelux is still CMG's biggeSt market generating 42% of
Group revenues and growing revenues by 15% ☁0 EBBBm (11% organic

growth). Margins declined in H2 01 as a reSUIt OfIOWGr Utilisation. and PET was
static at £62.9m.

The UK achieved a 28% increase in turnover to £2642m. and a 34%
decrease in PBT to £13.9m. Revenues grew Organicauy in H1 at 11% but afiat
performance in H2 led to full year organicgrowth OfJUSt 5% The Group believes

that the UKwilI return tohigher levels of pro tability than H2 01 in the rst half
of 2002, but not higher than the comparable pe Od m 2001'

Looking forward for

the Group as awhole, a

familiar comment came

5 . 2001 Geographical
CM Total = 20.4!☜ MIX

from Chairman, Cor Rumma d WII☁IIIDIII
. ,, 2% solution-

Stutterheim, We are Frlma 15%   . us
not Immune to

economic cycles and

performance in 2002

will be determined to a

considerable extent by

the arrival

economic upturn".

Comment- Our front page article, highlights Pm concerns Surrounding the
different treatment of the amortisation of goodw'☝ on SATS Comlbatny balance
sheets. We particularly picked on CMG 85 an example of Where its carrying
value of goodwill looked well out of line With acme] Wonh' MUCh of this had
arisen from the purchase of Admiral in May 2000 for E1Abn☁CMG as awhole
is only capitalised at that now!

So we were particularly interested to read that? review 0f the carrying
value of goodwill at CMG "has resulted in 3☝ except☂onal Charge to operating
costs of $564.0 million The bulk of this write down relates to the acquisition

of Admiral in May 2000, which was principally nanced by Shares (at a share

price of £9.33). Admiral continues to be an l'rfliiwrta☝t Gonm'butor to the group,
giving critical mass in the UK and creating Sig/imam C☂OSS'Semng Opportunities.

The remaining goodwill of £468. 0 million will be amortised in accordance with

the group 's accounting policies. "

Now that☂s quite a write off and we await to see how the others with high

goodwill and long amortisation periods react to CMG's decision.

mnuux
42%

MM Klnudom
of an 2☜
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London Bridge Software has announced its preliminary results for the year

ended 31 st Dec. 01. Revenue (including acquisitions) rose 31% to £74.1m. (8%

organic), PBT rose just 1% to £4.7m but EPS fell 6.5% to 1.73p.

Overall it's another mixed bag of results from London Bridge, both in terms of

revenue generated through the different geographies, and through its activities. The

US had a "sat/sfactoryyeaf☂ with mixed results from its various product lines, overall

sales increased by 62% to £49m and the operation returned to pro tability (£1 . 1 m).

The US now accounts for 66% oftotal sales but only 24% of pro t. European and

Asian operations performed "below expectations", revenues fell by 4% to $22.7m and

pro tabilitywas down 6% to 29m, the rest ofthe world generated E2.8m, 8% down on

the previous year.

As we have seen with many software companies this year revenue generated

through licence fees fell, in LBS case, down 11% to £21.5m, but on the good news

front services revenues increased-

- Development, installation, training and consultancy fees up 8% to £26.6m

SERVICES PROP UP LONDON BRIDGE

Good to see Lor☁don Bridge making

inroads into the US market but

pro tability over there needs to increase.

The rise in its percentage of recurring

revenues is more reassuring. However,

the small increase in profit is

disappointing, this was bought down

by amortisation of goodwill, which

accounted for £6.2m, and ☁other

administrative expenses' which

increased 34% to £26m. Althoughthe

company reports a strong Group

financial position with net cash of

£20.9m, cash at hand and inthe bank

has halved to 2?de over the year

☁ Maintenance income up 46% to £16.3m

☁ E~commerce service income up 42% to £9.7m

During themonth the Management

Consultancies Association (MCA)

announced the results of its 04 survey.

con dently titled ☜Consultancylndustly

back on track'. The survey found that

Q4 fee income had risen 4%, following

a 3.8% decline inthe previous quarter.

Overall fee income for the year grew

15% to £4.3bn, although the MCA

gave no gures on pro tability.

The MCA☂s members provide a

breakdown of into

management consultancy services

(MCS), lT consultancy (IT) and

outsourcing consultancy (008), and

the 04 survey reveals that no one line

of business showed consistent growth

during 2001 .

IT Consultancy enjoyed a rally in

04, with a rise of 10.6% to £230m, but

that followed a dramatic fall of 21 5%

in the previous quarter. MCS also

picked up inthe last quarter, with a nse

of2.6% to £590rn, having dipped almost

7% in 03. But outsourcing consultancy,

unsurprisingly, proved to be the real

engine of growth during the year,

revenue

    

mm mm on 0201 ch-ng- uni 03m change on☁ gun ,cnmg. an
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recording 9% growth in 02 and 25% growth in OS. By comparison, 04 saw a modest

2% rise, quartercn-quarter.

008was the only line of business to end the year generating more revenue in Q4

than in Q1 . At the year-end. the MCA☁s members were getting 22% of total revenues

from IT-related consulting, and close to 23% from outsourcing consultancy.

The survey concludes, ☜all the indicators are that the worst of the economic

slowdown could be over for the consultancy". Members are reported to be ☜more

optimistic☝ about prospects for the industry, with order books having stabilised. Positive

growth is expected from (you☂ve guessed it) the public sector, in addition to nancial

services and overseas.

We expected the management consultancies to suffer during 2001 , as high-level

strategy projects were shelved. And of course the nancial sector, which used to be

one of the strongest growth sectors in the S/ITS industry, saw its traditional IPO and

M&A activity dry up during the year, resulting in redundancies and out backsian

spend.

The MCA asked its memberswhether they had seen a shift in the type of consulting

work coming through - almost a quarter of members commented that there had been

a considerable increase in the amount of projects related to cost cutting! Of course,

one of the key drivers behind outsourcing is cost reduction, so the consultancies will

be looking to ride that wave for as long as possible. As forwhether the consultancy

industry is ☜back on track', with Q4 revenue almost exactly the same as Q2, it's

probably a bit premature to be saying that the worst is over.



ENOR/I/lOUS SUCCESS☝
RDL Group. the A|M~listed ITSA,

reported turnovergrovvth of 169% to £43.6m

torthe yearto 30thSep. 01 . and a PET of

QOm aiterdeducting goodwill amortisation

of £677K. This compared to PBT ot£1 .09m

for the previous year. Diluted EPS

increased by 18% to 7.98p. Andy

Richards. Chairman and MD. commented

on the current trading, ☜Early indications for

trading in the second quarter suggest that r
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RDL☂S ACQUISITION STRATEGY PROVES ☜AN

RDL Group pic
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income has stabilised and the bene ts

 

El Revenue I PET

  

arising from the cost-cutting programme

are starting to appear While it is too early

to predict the outcome for the full yearit is unlikely that the Group will match the pre-

tax pro ts achieved last year".

Comment - From the headline gures, it would beeasy to conclude that RDL

was one of the fastest growing lTSAs in 2001 . However. what is more interesting is

the information that RDL has chosen not to reveal. The gures include a full year's

contribution from M3, the privater-owned ITSA business acquired in Aug. 00. Yet.

RDL has not revealed the underlying organic revenue growth. Priorto being acquired

by RDL. M3 made revenues of £21 .3m in the year to 80th Nov. 99 - equivalent to

050% of RDL's revenue in this period. Readers will rememberthat RDLwent on to

make another acquisition in Sep, 01 ♥ that of AIM-listed Systems International

Group (SIG). SIG will make a full contribution to the gures for FY02.

But let '3 not be churiish ♥ RDL☂s acquisition strategy has delivered not just revenue

growth. but. more importantly, an 82% increase in PBT (post amortisation). and an

improved EPS. RDLalso deserves some praise for keeping its house in order: unlike

many lTSAs. it did not incur any signi cant bad debt during the period, and it tightened

up on debtor days. All sound stuff, given the inevitable exposure that suppliers of

contract staff have.

 

During the period. RDL also

bene ted from MS☂s "large proportion

of overseas business" in countries

where conditions were not as dif cult

as in the UK. Indeed, RDL now

generates 57% of total sales from its

overseas client base. with contractors

supplied through a combination of

overseas of ces (in the Netherlands.

Switzerland and Hong Kong). and

☁export' from the UK.

Going forward. RDLis looking to

drive further cost savings through the

integration of SIG. but the downturn in

demand has led to RDL incurring a

operating loss in 01.

EPIC FOCUSES ON THE MORE ROBUST SECTORS

Epic. the AIM-listed developer

of bespoke e~learning content. and

provider of e-learning consultancy

and services. announced interim

results for the six months to 30m

Nov. 01. Revenue has dipped 11%

to 23.3m compared to the same

period in 2000 (down 23% on H2

2001). PBT has fallen more (64%)

to £205K, and EPS has declined

from 2.2p to 0.7p. Commenting on

the results. Chairman Michael

Inwards said, ☜Our flexibility is

shown in the range of consultancy,

content development, services and

innovative products that we deliver in response to changing demands from

customers in this rapidly developing market. Pro table market leadership

continues to be our business strategy☂,

Comment: Unsurprisingly, players like Epic in the e-Iearning space are

nding it tough going at the moment. Expenditure on e-learning, just like any

other form of corporate/business training, is likely to be scrutinised very closely

in the current climate. However. Epic develops bespoke e-learning solutions for

a wide range of customers. including the public sector (its largest market) and

financial services. The government's online initiatives, product training in the

financial services sector, as well as essential training (such as health and safety).

continue to provide Epic with a stable order book.

Despite its fall in revenue in the period. and its high operational gearing Epic

managed to remain in pro t at the operating level, helped by a俉179K contribution

from interest receivable. It's good to see the company saying that ☜profitable

leadership", not just leadership. continues to be the goal.
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Alphameric, a supplier of

software and services to the retail,

betting and gaming industries,

announced its preliminary results for

the year ended 80th Nov. 01.

Turnover increased just 4.5% to

£56.8m, a PET of £3.9m became a

LBT of £1 .7m and an EPS of1.96p

was converted into a loss per share

of 2.39p, Commenting on the

outlook, Rodney Hornstein,

Chairman, said: "We have entered

the new nancial year with a strong

balance sheet and a healthy order

book. While the timing ofourproduct

development cycles will result in year

on year uctuations, we look forward

to a resumed period of strong,

sustained revenue growth this year

and beyond☝.

The group attributed its poor

performance to a period of "difficult

trading" in its retail betting and nance

division. Technical and

implementation dif culties, and the

knock on effects of the foot and

mouth crisis, resulted in turnover for

the year falling 9.4% to £20.9m, and

the division reported an operating

loss of EBBQK (£3.15m operating

pro t in 2000),

The retail division ☜performed

satisfactorily/☂, with revenue up c29%

to £33m, Operating profit, pre

Compel announced its interim

results for the six months ended

81st Dec. 01. Last year's results

included revenue from

Compelsource, the desktop

business that it sold to SCH in Mar.

01, so comparisons are pretty

meaningless ☁ but

nevertheless...Turnover was £82m,

(£168m), LBT was £258K (21 .9m)

and loss per share was 0.9p, (4.7p).

LESSONS LEARNT AT ALPHAMERIC

Mphimerlc pl:
El Hevnnue l P57 6 year Revenue and PET Record
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exceptional items and amortisation of goodwill, was down 1 1% to £4.2m, and

after, went from pro t to loss.

Meanwhile. the Customer Services division, which was split and the relevant

parts merged into the group☂s two other divisions back in Apr. 01 , couldn't even

claim to be operating pro tably, pre exceptionals! lt lost £253K on revenues of

£2.9m.

The logistics division made ☜encouraging progress" during the year, but no

gures were disclosed

Comment - After a urn/ ofacquisitions in 2000, Alphameric made just two

in 2001 and its ambitions of moving into the US and Europe have been tempered

this year. The group, quite rightly, is now focusing on growing the proportion of

higher margin software, increasing business with existing clients, and growth

(organic and acquisitive) in the UK and selected continental European markets,

Chairman, Rodney Hornstein, said that lessons have been learned from the

technical and implementation dif culties experienced with Alphabet, its bet capture

system. The problems resulted in ☜in ated costs"; fortunater no orders were

lost due to early teething problems. ☜important changes☝ have been made to the

way Alphameric monitors projects, but we have to ask why the company☂s

review process and protocols were not robust enough in the rst place!

Whatever the lessons learned, Alphameric goes into 2002 expecting to resume

strong, sustained revenue growth, ☜this year and beyond".

COMPEL A RELATIVELY OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK

Comment: Compel now has two businesses, Compelsolve (enterprise

solutions) and Hamilton Rentals (rental solutions). Its really too early to tell if

Compel has successfully transitioned from the role of desktop supplier to a

solutions business. Compel☂s sen/ices business was fairly well established in its

own right before the sell-off. However, many corporate customers still like the

one-stop shop approach, i.e. desktop supply and lower and services from the

same source. 80 Compel will have spent the last few months trying to retain

the service customers that it already had , reviewing its cost base and seeking

out new opportunities. The company presents a relatively optimistic outlook,

but realistically, it will be the year end results that will highlight how successful

this initiative has been.

 



 

Veteran system utilities vendor ♥ and now document

management software company ♥ Macro 4 has

announced its interim results for the six months to 31st
Germany

Dec. 01 ☁ Turnover fell 12% to 219☁4m, a pre-tax pro t of 10%

£1.6m for the comparable period in 2000 was converted

into a pre-tax loss of £35m and an EPS of 16.4p became

a loss per share of 15.6p. Revenues from the core systems

management products (8MP) business fell 16% to

£12.7m but the new business information logistics (BlL)

unit managed better with just a 8% drop in revenues to

俉6.7m. Overall, licence sales fell 27% to £37m and licence

rentals fell 17% to 俉4.5m. Although maintenance revenues

did increase 21% to £5.6m, its contribution to overall

revenues is obviously not yet large enough to make up the shortfalls. The UK

was the only region that saw growth, up 20% to £6.1mi Continental Europe

(excluding Germany) fell 26% to £3,1m, and Germany fell 81 % to £1.9m.

CEO Ronnie Wilson had few words of optimism to offer: "Although the

group has moved back into profitability {in second quarter), it is considered

unlikely that second halfprofits will reach the levels achieved in the sameperiod

last year " But of course, ☜ ... the Group remains well placed to takeadvantage

of any economic upturn☝.

Comment: A disappointing set of results, as presaged in their Jan. 01

pro ts warning. Q1 was badly affected by adownturn in revenues from the US,

its largest market, though this cannot be put down entirely to the effects of 11☁☜

September. Although there was some recover in 02, this was not enough to

stop the fall into loss at the half year. The company is still trying to lessen its

dependence upon its legacy solutions business that comes under the umbrella

Other Europe

16%

l☁riccrlitiiitm Usingw!nem☁ Smuiu'is

 

UK

32%
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MACRO 4 FINDS LlTTLE SALVATION lN

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
Macro 4 pic

Geographical mix for six months to 31st Dec 01

Total = £19t4m

Rest of World

2%

Americas .

40%

of its SMP Division indeed, 8MP

still accounts for 66% of total

revenues and sales. Although part

of the fall in SMP revenues was

expected through declining sales of

its VMNSE products, new licence

sales also fell. The new document

management (BIL) business is its

bright hope for the future ♥ but

appears to have stalled. The quicker

Macro 4 can reduce its reliance on

its mainframe products and

broaden into new growth areas, the

better - but this is a tall order.

A WELCOME RETURN TO PROFITABILlTY

15

Microgen has announced

results for the year to 31 st Dec. 01,

showing revenue down 17% to

£21m (continuing operations down

7%), last year's LBT of 23.1 m is

now a PET of 2251 K, and loss per

share of 5.2p now an EPS of 2.8pr

Commenting on the results,

Executive Chairman Martyn Ratclitfe

said: ☜The bene ts from Microgen's

disciplined management approach

are clearly evident in the results for

20011 In a much more difficult IT

market environment, the Group has

delivered a strong performance, at

the upper end of expectations".

Microgen also announced the

acquisition of OST Business Rules

Ltd, an enterprise application integration solutions company Maximum

consideration is 俉19.6m, of which an initial £13.9m is made up of cash/loan

notes (£6.6m), and £73m in shares. A further £5.7m is dependent on

performance. The statement says OST has been consistently profitable since

it was formed in 1998, and made a PET of £0.9m on revenue of £9.3m, in the

year to Dec. 01☁

Comment: Microgen☂s transformation from legacy services into er

businesses services is complete. The decline in revenue was due to the

continuing reduction in legacy print services, which was partially offset by growth

in Microgen☂s strategic business operations. Going forward Microgen will

comprise three divisions, of broadly similar size:

- Microgen-Telesmart - billing, payment and hosted database management,

incl. B2B e-billing

~ Microgen-Kaisha » data warehousing and application integration

consultancy ☂

- and the newly acquired Microgen-CST - enterprise application integration.

We continue to be impressed with Ratclitfe☂s strategy for Microgen, and

the execution of it. The results mark a welcome return to pro tability.
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me Fitum'ng Company

In the six months to 31 st Dec. 01 , SurfControI, the internet ltering company,

reported turnover of $24.4m, an increase of 51 % over the six months to 30th

Nov. 00. Loss on ordinary activities was $40.0m, up from $38.4m, and loss

per share was $128.60, compared to $134.80. Ahead of its forecast, 02 was

the rst quarter in which SurfControl reported EBITDA as a result of the

company☂s ☜continued focus on ef cient costmanegement'l

The company continues to attribute the majority of turnover to the corporate

sector; in H1 02, this segment accounted for 81% of total turnover. In terms

of geographic breakdown, the UK reported a rise of 120% to $3.5m and now

accounts for 14.5% of total revenues. The US, which accounts for 75% of

total revenues (down from 80% in 2000) saw revenues increase 60% to

$18t4m. Mainland Europe accounts forjust 6% of revenues with $1.5m revenue,

although a 54% rise. The ROW accounted for the remaining 4%.

Comment - There are several drivers for growth in SurfControl☂s

marketplace - not least the increased need for Internet security and protection

from e-mail borne viruses - areas of increased focus for many companies The

company also claims that its product offers short-term Return on Investment

(ROI). As a result, companies are willing to purchase SurfControl's products

despite, and indeed as a result of, the economic slowdown.

INTERX ♥ IN TROUBLE

MANAGING ITS WAY TO PROFITABILITY

In order to maintain growth,

whilst containing costs, the

company needs to expand its

indirect channel, which the company

encouragineg reports is a "major

focus"for the business Indeed the

indirect channel now accounts for

35% of revenues

With the company moving

towards pro tability (and helping its

customers to do the same), it

seems that SurtControl may be one

Internet success story. However,

despite, moving into EBITDA

profitability ahead of expectations,

the market is still wary of internet

stocks and the share price has fallen

2% to 608p

INTEFIX

InterX announced its interim

results for the period to 30th Dec.

01 showing revenue down at 俉0.9m

(the nearest comparable six months

are to 2nd Feb. 01 when revenue

was £3.9m), and down 18%

quarter-on-quarter. LBT is a

staggering £167.9m and diluted

loss per share is 585.53p.

Commenting on the results,

Simon Barker, Chief Executive, said,

"We are sorry to advise

shareholders that the continuing

malaise in the IT industry is severely

impacting our ability to convert

prospects into pro table software

licence sales ...... ..we are reviewing

all options available to protect our

cash reserves...... ..discussions are

being held concerning the licensing

of our technology for resale and

consultation with our employees has

begun in anticipation of signi cant

redundancies. The Board will report

back to shareholders when these

matters have been concluded☁.

lnterX has been on a roller coaster ride for the past couple of years, although

more recently, for the fairground minded amongst you, it seems more like

Oblivion than Corkscrew. Its story is typical of the many companies set up to

exploit the internet potential. InterX started as a profitable distributor, ideal

Hardware. It sold the distribution business in Jul, 00 for £30m to focus on

becoming an Internet s/w business and acquired Cromwell Media in Apr. 00,

a software company making tool kits to build web sites. Sales didn't go as

planned and production of the software tools stopped in Mar. 00. The company

then focused on its new software solution, that enabled an organisation's various

internet services to communicate with one another. The figures speak for

themselves, InterX found that it could not compete with the big boys.

For those wanting the gow details, lnterX's huge losses include £10t2m

restructuring charges, £20,4m amortisation of goodwill, and 2122.7m

impairment of goodwill (arising from the acquisition of Cromwell Media) t With

just £6.2m cash, at the end of 2001 , and a monthly cash burn of E1m amonth,

the company is now looking to shed staff, licence its technology for resale and

exit its head office, which would free up c25.5m rent deposit, in a desperate bid

to survive. lnterX's problems are compounded by the fact that Diligenti ~ a

portal for the life sciences industry - in which interX has a 34% stake, and to

which it lent £1 6m (due for repayment 31 st Dec. 01), has itselffailed to get third
round funding. InterX reckons it has suf cient cash, without the return ofthe

rent deposit, to see it through to Aug. 02.

With just one new licence sale converted from 20 prospects, during the

period, and none since, lnterX has discovered that customers are becoming

more wary of committing to a supplier whose survival Is in doubt. The future is

not looking good.



  

 

Multi-line staffing company

Quantica seems to be bucking the

trend compared to other recruitment

companies. Turnover for the year

ended 80☁h Nov, 01 rose 40% to

俉33.4m, although operating pro t fell

18% to 俉3.4m (but still a healthy

10% margin). Pre~tax pro ts fell 24%
to 22.9m and EPS dropped 28% to
4,98p. Quantica reported that its IT
staffing activities actually saw

revenue rise 60% and operating

pro t also increased 18% - no mean

feat in today's market. To be fair.
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QUANTICA ENVISAGES DIFFICULT FIRST HALF

bene ted from asen'es of acquisitions in 2000 (Business Consulting Resources,

Brave NewWorld and Compro) and we are not told what the underlying growth

was. Les Lawson, Chief Executive, commented that the technology division's

customers are "taking advantage of the current over supply. .and are attempting

to squeeze margins". So, in common with most lTSAs, Quantica is "concentrating

on writing new business where improved margins can be achieved☂.

Star performer within the group was Quantica☁s Healthcare division which

doubled in size. Encouraged by the success of this division (formed three years

ago), Quantica is looking at replicating its ☁start♥up☂ approach in other potential

growth markets, such as education and the public sector. Given this, it comes as

all the more surprising that Quantica's ITSA operation has not secured S»CAT

status, for the supply of contractors to government.

Looking ahead, Chairman Tony Gartland envisages "a difficult rst half . . . (but)

we still expect to improve our performance over the coming year as a whole".
Quantica's ITSA division has

MORSE NOT ALL BAD NEWS

 

How can Morse's share price rise 025% after announcing

results for the six months to 31 st Dec. 01 ,that revealed a pre-tax

loss of EEAm, compared to a pro t of £1 3.8m forthe comparable

six months in 2000, turnover down 27% to 9:226m and diluted

loss per share of 4.8p compared to EPS of 6.3p in 2000? Well

it helps that the company exceeded analysts expectations, but

when you drill down it isn☂t all bad.

The disappointing PBTwas largely affected by Morse☂s aggressive amortisation

policy which sees goodwill written off over three years. Staff costs also contributed,

as numbers in Its professional services division increased by 50% to 694, although in

the infrastructure division headcount fell by 7% to 395. Overall numbers are up 22%

on the comparable period in 2000.

As expected. following its Oct. 01 trading update. revenue was pulled down by

the infrastructure business, which reported a 34% decline in sales to 2175.1m (77.5%

of total revenues). Within that division Sun sales fell 44% to £181.4m (68% of

infrastructure revenues), HP fell 39% to £57.4m but IBM rose 1 12% to 俉13.7m.

In its professional sen/ices business, turnover rose 24% to £50.9m and now

accounts for 22.5% of total revenue. However, organic growth was static, with

Deiphis, the IT service provideracquired in Apr. 01 , providing the growth.

In terms of revenue by vertical market, Morse had been trying to move away from

its dependence upon the nancial sector. But beggars can☂t be choosers and it

disregarded this policy to get business wherever it could. Whilst revenues from its

nancial market fell 10% to £103.1m, its actual percentage share of total revenues

increased to 46% from 37%. In the other divisions, telecoms was down 39% to

£59.8m, commercial was down 32% to £44.8m and media, energy and others fell

40% to 218.3m (media suffering the largest fall).

Morse, like many companies, is having atorrld time, but is doing all the right things

to reassure shareholders. that when the upturn comes, it will be ready.

The company is still aiming for a 50/50 split between services and infrastmcture.

Obviously it still has a way to go, but with a £60m cash position, a few well targeted
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acquisitions could help the company

reach its goal sooner rather than later.

Morse has sought to lessen its

dependence upon Sun, through adding

HP and IBM to its range, but there is

only so muchthe company can do. It

now sells the top three infrastructure

solutions. The bene ts of adding a

fourth or fth would have to be weighed

up against the investment required and

the timescales involved. Now wouldn☁t

be a good time to go down that route.

In the meantime Morse's geographic

spread could play to its advantage. not

all the countries have such a reliance

upon Sun as the UK.

Lastly, although admitting that

con dence is still ☜very fragile". Morse

sent analysts on theirway with a feel

good factor, by reporting early signs of

increased activity and a "cautious

optimism" forthe future.
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Marlborough Stirling

  

Marlborough Stirling - 2001 Business mix

Total = £73.4m
w
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Marlborough Stirling. a provider of software and services to

the mortgage, life, pensions and investment markets has announced

results for the year to 31st Dec. 01. Turnover rose 47% to £73.4m

(organic growth was 27%), PST rose 1 1% to £9.2m and diluted EPS

was 2,9p.

Graham Coxell. CE, commented. ☜Ourpresence rightacross the

life and pensions industry☂s infrastructure value chain, covering

distribution (Exchange portal and front office software) and

manufacturing (back of ce software) combined with outsourcing,

should bring a unique range ofopportunities in the months and years ahead."

Comment ♥ Marlborough Stirling won some brownie points from us asthey

reported a transparent set of results, revealing a company that has performed

exceptionally well in 2001. Not only that, but with 70% of budgeted revenues in the

bag for 2002, we can be pretty sure of good news for the next few years.

Marlborough Stirling operates in the nancial services sector; a sectorthat has

been in the doldrums recently, so what☂s the secret to its ☁sterling' success? Well, for

a stan, it☂s a company with a clear understanding of the needs in its market. Not

surprisingly, as in all markets, the overriding wish recently has been for solutions that

can offer a signi cant return on investment ♥ something that Marlborough is able to

demonstrate.

in addition, in 2001 . outsourcing revenues grew by 42% to 俉13.8m and represented

19% of total revenues. Vl th the target being for 30% of revenues to come from

outsourcing in 2002. Marlborough Stirling is experiencing increasing visibility in its

revenues. It recently won its biggest ever contract with Sun Life Financial of Canada:

a BPO contract worth more than £95m over ve years.

But it's not just outsourcing that 's doing well. Software and consultancy revenues

were up40% (27% organic growth) on 2001 to £56,5m, and represented 77% of

revenues. This business offers the highest margins forthe company In amther example

Software &

77%

of the increasing size ofcontracts, the company recently won its biggest software

contract with AXA Sun Life. worth cE25m over ve years.

LOOKS TO BE IN PRETTY GOOD
LWZXSMI

Dicom, a providerof electronic data and document capture (EDC) products and

services, has announced results for the six months to 31 5☁ Dec. 01 , Turnover is up

12% to £75.6m. PBT has grown 13% to £4.2m and EPS is up 1 1 % from 1 1 .1 p to

123;), Commenting on the results. Otto Schmid, Chairman and Chief Executive said,

"With strong demand for our products and services in Europe and the US and our

increasing share in the EDC market, the cutbacks in information technology spending

and slowdown in the world economy have had a minimal effect on current

trading, the EDC division☁s current double digit growth trading performance,

supported by continuing strong order intake in early calendar 2002, enables the

Directors to view the Group '5 outlook with optimism.☝

Comment: Dicom's results make refreshing reading at a time when so many 5/

lTS companies are reporting disappointing results, and an uncertain outlook. PBT

growth in line with revenue growth ♥ now there☂s a sight to behold!

Dicom'stwo divisions, EDC (sale of its own and 8☁4 party products. and associated

services) and SGA (multimedia visualisation products) reported very different

 

Consultancy

SO what now forthe company that

hasincreased its market capitalisation

by m10m sinceit oatedjust 10months

ago7 It already claimsthe entire top 20

UKlife and pensions providers. and 19

out of the 20 UK lenders as clients.

However. it reckons that it has only

penetrated about 10% of the market

so there is plenty ofscope forthe future.

The company intends to deepen

penetration in its existing markets, enter

new vertical market sectors (as it did

with Exchange FS). exploit international

opportunities (already making inroads

in Canada and South Africa) and

continue to increase market share in

the outsourcing market (it has already

made progresswith its Sun Life contract

and a joint venture with Egg). Definitely

one for us (and Marlborough Stirling☂s

competitors such as Misys) to watch!

SHAPE

performance. EDC delivered 26%

growth (23% being organic), with

revenue from services up close to 50%

to £8,4m, It's good to see Dicom

increasing its services revenue. both

overall. and as a proportion of total

turnover SGA saw revenuesfall 10%,

but Dicom goes on to say that after a

slow Oi revenue is on the up again.

Outgoing CEO Otto Schmid. who

is stepping down in Jul. 02 (remaining

non-executive Chairman). hands over

the reins to Arnold von Buren at a time

whenthe company looks in pretty good

shape.
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Mergers Acquisitions

Buyer ☁ Seller Seller Description Mowing ☁ Print: Comment

ccileiInvesl'men'l'iundl' aeIlInIore Technologies Japan a-securily 43% {um ' aialiimore nas resume Ils nololno In IS Japanese
apamli☁an lo IS'l-t ETJ has 3 I2 year exclusive

license Io drslribula Ballimore products in Japan.
Inioc relaoom Syslams lCL's maeieiion r. miercennoci Billing software wow/s max £3,75m Inrec paid :2,asm up Ironi, wiln mam eependeni on

produci businesses perrurmance, lor lCL's SIMS and Frospero prooucis.
lirIs MaInIenance AG Synsler Computer Services AG Synsrar-s Swiss 100% cE520K lrris pale casn IorSynsIer-s Swiss operauons wnicn

operaliens made losses ol :0 7m on remover oi 26m in Fvcr
The sale Includes a mulual suppon epreemem

J003.c0.uk Emiuilnow le lnIemoi-issssu ioov. £2.6m Jobs couk paid wiIn £50K cash and 15m snares Ior
reoruilmenisolrware Ina privalely-owned company Peter GoldJounder or

escrultnciw will become cao olJobs.co.uk
Jobs.cn.uk Halcyon Rocruifmenlso ware 100% E728K Halcynn's snares were wiineruwn Irom osex ln Doc.

☁ or . The all Share oealveluas Halcyon at cE7ZEK
Mlcrbuan 051' Financial solurions 100v. £19.5m Microaen paid an iniael £15.9rn (snares, loan nolss

and cash) with ma balance based on panormanca lo
Dec. 02, Mlcrepan placed 5.1m snares el 840 Ialsmu

Hegisiercom Viriual internal Web nosllng/olrier low/e El I .9IrI Virtual tniernei made losses 01215.6!☜ on revenue oi
lnlarnetservlces [sol-n In year In allecL oi.

HM Intellecmal property oi Helicon Eieclronir: rereranca 100% £0.7m Helicon publish print. :0 mm and oniina ralarenca
Publlshlnu Lid lrom WH Smith books and dalebases malarial. some oiwrrlch is currently licensed to RM tor

use In is Living Library producr Elghtslallwlll
reiacela lo RM☁s Abinqdan sila.

Tribal Group FD Learning Ltd IT solu ons ror the 99% max. 212 am FDL works wiln FE colleges and was one ol the load
aaucelion seolor developers olieemeirecrune e-Ieurnins nerwmkl

Tribal Group Hlpklns Guamin surveying 5 100% E7DOK Hlpklns works primarily in me educanan sector and

properly services will become part oI rrIoal Property Sewrcas.

Forthcoming IP05

 

  . 7 Nine 7 7 A " V '7 activity 7' V 7f Vsésrr diotSnT♥jivl☁r n☁fbl V: ☜MERE?!☝ i☁stnvliiiéo HESS. M [Pi itir
,. , . . ☁ , . . I. a ,,,...; .. .l, . . ..
Digital Blah Onine Educalien Service scs cs TBA lbc Easom or 2002
mraive Biucalion Education Solrwere developer 505 SP TBA lbc £I2.5m Early 2002
Khetic hlorrmnon Syslerm Financial Seilw are scs SP MAIN Ibc Inc 2002
melaren i'r Consultancy see as TBA 10: £25.0r-n 2002
Pilal Media Soilw are Ior ☁rv companies 503 SP AIM Ibc Ibc or 2002
Prelacius Consultancy in 3G Mainlenanca sea as TBA ibc £100.0m 2002
System-C Heeilrlcare l-leaitncare rr Summons 050 SP TBA Ibc Ibc 2002
lhaolslle oerrr e-procuremerrl exchange Doicom eze AIM Ibc £5.0m 01 2002
chaoa'rig Supporl ServiceS 805 CS MAIN Ibc ELObn 2002

®C , P H E R~ NClPHER STILL SITTING PRETTY ON CASH PILE

CI h I -Sh I hl t ' IPO
nCipher. aproviderofcryptographic ITseCUIitysoflware, n p er p c are pr De 3 my smce

announced its preliminary results for the year ended 315i 2:

Dec. 01 . Turnover (using the more conservative Us GAAP) 55.,

increased 7% to £14,4m, pre-tax losses deepened to £3.8m 300

(E☁Zm in 2000) and loss per share also increased to 32p from :3

2.2p. Operating losses also increased substantiallyfrom 俉3.2m ☁50

to 519.1 m, although this was offset to no small degree by a ☜,0

24m increase in interest income to £53m. nCipher ended the 50

D

 

yearwith 21 03m in the bank. Q ~ N

CEO Alex van Someren commented that the company, opioazé efif

"(does) not expect to see any signi cantimprovement in our

trading conditions before the second half of this year. . .
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(though) the emerging markets of network and database security will contribute to in the security market. nCipher has

revenues in 2002". found it tough going. But unlike some

Comment: Fomded in Cambridge in 1996 by brothersAlex and Nickovan Someren, of its high pro le peers 0.5. Baltimore) it

nCipher marketsencryptionand secuity software, destined for 828 and 82C applications. has been getting onwith the day to day

The rm targets e banking and nancial institutions, e-retailers. service providers (ISP/ business and has avoidedthe pitfalls of

ASPs) and Government agencies costly acquisitions to fuel growth.

The company completed its lPO on the LSE in Got, 00 at 375p, valuing the company although the company doesn't rule out

at approximately £350m and raised £104m net Gncluding proceeds from a private fund possible future acquisitions. With a

raising a couple of months earlier). In Nov. 01 the European Technology Forum awarded sizeable cash pile left over from its IPO.

nCipherrhe accolade of being the ☁IPO withthe Best Long Term Growth Prospects' but they can really pick and choose both

by Mar. 01 , the company☂s market value had more than halved! Like many companies their time and their target.
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BSoftB, Earthport, Eesysoreen, Fiasttil, l-Decument Systems, Internet Business Group, Knowledge Technology Solutions, Myratechmet. Netcell, PC Medics

Group, Software for Sport. Stilo international, Systems Integrated. Systems Union. Ultrasis Group
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P BI 475425.520 EIIBZVROZ £3,775,733 L01 5 mm F El 21251000 22.732000 52.590.☜ 007.511 P BI
595 AMD Juno -4 23D Lou Dom EPS 3400 6500 DADD ~652☁17EFS

Nelleo plo SDL pic
hlmmA 111100 11710 .05000 lnIulm-Jun 01 Compahm Inlm1m~Jm00 rma- 0x00 11151111105501 Comuon

01v :7 7570017 217211000 20.411000 .2172. 172v 211571.000 220.730.0110 215747.000 .4451. 115v
P B I $5.552 000 416.587.1170 221353.000 l0! I mm P a! Shim HDSGDW £7.770.CW P will lo Iou Pal
(vs .2505 0000 .0009 Lou 551115175 0001: 05:5 .5500 010111151011 5115

Nonhneie Iniormauon Solutions plc ServlooPower Technologies pk:
hlElm-Odm) Find-Au Di lnlalrnvOdDI Compaixon 1111mmme Fino-Dscm Inlalm»JunGl Camacho"

R EV 2550:1000 mun 000 £44.523.W0 7☝ 0% n E V 9||5IW 55.292000 21351000 ¢|7A% R EV
1701 21255000 22.200000 2502.000 1511 15 Prom 201 22.507000 235211.000 211701000 151. 5511. 001
[PS -OA☂tD 0559 \JVo loll lo 2107112175 ~5an >8 m -J.°DD Lou both EPS

NSB Retell Syllont plo Shomoad lnlematlonei pic
hiulm☁JmDD Find-09cm lnlalvaunal Comhm interim-1mm FhaADecm hialm-Junul Camacho-1

R EV £| .!71.m0 240.030.0011 £45.2202C00 455.2% REV 224.097.☝ £54,277.☝ £20,947.☝ dl ☁l RE V
P IN 22.50.0110 $7,700,000 $39,407,113☜) Prom )0 lol! 73' 22.540000 25.534000 >EIM5.W Pro t in ion P Bl
21:5 OAb -425p . 77o 17101111511»- E95 V 5!» 1:09.: > .2501: 7171011110151: 5175

OnccllckHH Pic Sirius Flnenolal Pl: (we; PolloyMuior Group)
Find-Deena Flnd-Docul Conwhon 1111511111.me rho-05500 InusrlmJunDl Convahon

R EV 51.06315! ESSEADS 042.5% R EV £6,110.☜ £I7,☜5.A57 EVANS,☝ ¢RJ% REV
17111 22,555.51: 52.117775 Lou mm 1101 221.000 2727.25 210.000 .205515 001
EPS .5205 4.00 1551 mm EPS 0.05 I 5505 020.5 7 7100015 EPS

Orcheslream Holdins Ir: , . ☜ snunloglpmcw . V
Elna-09500 Fde~DBCO| Conwllon Inlerim-Junou th»DBcw hierlm-Junul Combon

R EV 52.746200 ENJIAWG 0MB 3% R EV 217071300 £57,042.☜ H.731☝) -MJ% 7? E V
PM 211541300 535.017.1300 lon mm FBI ~EVU.W -§UI694.W 753.4330☝ [011 both FBI
EPS 0500 00705 1511 1551112175 .0500. .70205 7 .0000 151: 00111 EPS

Parity plc . . . . 111.1000 11 . . . .. _..,.
11191111411101) Elna-09600 Inlalm-Jun l Comparison |nlerim>Jmm th~Dacw hialm~Jun0| Combo"

1121/ 200241000 22502211000 200557.000 -5 515 REV 23.005000 27.755000 25.050000 105015 11 EV
PEI 25.555000 212017.000 21455.000 015111151511 1701 23.057.000 211055.000 212.555.1700 1011 150111 1:01
EPS 2.73!) 551D ☁OAED Plciil lolon E95 49% {UAW 42500 [on both EPS}

Pal-yuan! pic SprlM Group plc
hlalm-Jm n Find»DucDO Inlalm-Junul Conwhon 11119711110511» Find~AuOi hialm~0¢0l Convakon

R EV 91001000 22.524000 22.517000 037571: R EV ERNIE☝ EVAMBDW 2171451000 50.7% R EV
P B l -俉3.BJ5.C00 20.512000 $5.502.☝ lo: 3 1:010 PB 7 ~64.M2.W £1547.le 45352le Lou boih P B T
5175 __-:1.500 7630:: V, 240015 10" mm [PS 22701: .2521: .5550 Lou mm E1257

Flinn Holdlngl pl: Smnwarc lc
hialm-OGDO Elna-Au DI lnl lm~0¢ i Corrmnon Fllld-Docm FlM-DBCOI Combo"

REV WARM SRUIO.☜ 20.755000 07 B: R E V $37,357.!!!) $36,230.☜ ADS: R EV
PB I ☜50.030 52,720,030 2010.000 $515 F El $3.042.☝ $3.250.☝ Pull]! inion F B I
EPS 0.5012 M 2WD 70D >05! EPS neon >200☜) Prolllloiou EFS

Proton-11- plc (w 3 Recognition syneme) SlalProGrou lo
FInd~SwDD Find-5390! Comhon F|nd~Dacm rind-oqu Comhon

REV 292520.000 20,755,000 4.7% REV £3.|72.W EAJ'MJIN J14b$ REV
PEI 24.740900 {REMIX} [on loom P B 7 £15,870,☜ £1 7☁2☜ ton both 9 Bl
EPS .5005 .0001: [an mm [vs 10.400 5:101: 10:1 55111 [175

P50 Group plc Supereolpe pic (up. Change at fin-nob! your end)
hlalm-Jm Find-D0600 lnlulm-JunDl Comuon lnlalm☁Julw 5mm: loJmDi hVellm-JMDI Cemhon

REV 241017.000 200540.000 ☜v77le 020% NEV SIMMJD 2141mm 2130:1000 ~7.& REV
93' 211011000 i2 US$170 £5.52☁7.m0 44.5% P B ☁ £1920.☝ 41141.3 IE.☜ 494.007.☜ Lou boih PB 1
EP5 27.300 57 000 ☜MID ☜17.5% EPS - L500 -RDDD -HO0D Lou both EPS

0A pic (m0 Skillsgroup). SuriConlrol plc
211521151700 11nd. Nov 01 Combo" 11.115111111401700 11710011101 15107111100201 Combo"

1151/ 2140700000 255500.000 550.72 111v 205112.000 227.550.0110 215.725.0011 «511. nsv
P111 217.500.0110 21200000 1511 mm 1101 525234.000 550040000 227057.000 Lou 150111 Par
EPS B401: 0000 Lou mm EPS 43760 QB? 7730 -593b to" hem EPS

, $111001 pic . . .. . _
Elnd MOD Flnd Novo) Comhon FIM☂SQM rm~Sepo1 Conwhm

REV 俉23.75J.WD 233.410.1200 «10.7% REV 2235.011001] £235,179.☝ ☜0!:REV
PB! 25.755000 112550.000 .2401. 2111 25.055.000 221205.000 015111151511 17111
17175 7 005 4 035 27.52 5 is 0.505 0205 1715711151511 21> s

r W V Tolocil P11:
Ind-01:00 nae-0.500 1110-05501 Conwhon
20.173000 W.M3.m0 912% R EV £14 0519.ch 532.625.☝) 9322☁}

2171000 @626 000 P7011! lulon PS \' ~59 505.000 ~£JSJVZJID [on 00111
DJVD - :29 Flo☜! lulon EPS ~2|60p ~252W Lou pom
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Note: Highlighted Names ind' ate results announced this month.

 

. . ...To|ewod( Swen»: plc.
hierlrvaeuOO th-MUDI In'ulrn~Seu0i Conwhon
momma 221047.000 El n☜) 7W 5%
22757000 9.175.000 2117001100 01511115151 1

IDUD ☜69 0.6013 P10☜! iolou

Terence Chem-run Group plc
Flnd~AuoOO Find-Album Comoauon
210017.000 202020.000 cl! 5%
94.06.0W £8.D4.MG J70 4%

lbw 6.309 052%

leit Group plc
hlalm-Jun Find-DSCDD lnlovimAJm l Comison

☜$771100 20.30.0011 54.704300 {15%
2505.000 0075.000 0450000 .055.

5505 555 no 52
Torex c

Fina-05cm Find - Decal Common
☜8.4251130 202205.000 «W515
EillJDDO EENEHXID J3 7☁15

900D 0.900 ~D0%
Total Systems p|c

hierlm»SepDD FmdeUm lniaimvswui Convauon
21551200 232140.202 22.020055 .777 as

£156.12☝ i7l7.337 $772.7☜ «2W5.2$
101a 4905 5.115 .5015:

Totellse Flo
Flnd-Aum Fina-AUDI Compulson

£570,2V $4264.80] «W2 4%
51045205 25.550251 15.. 5511.

453,59 _ V >ll250 Lees both
Touchstone Group plc

htenm-Sepu FlndAMuUI Inlaimvsepm Comoaison
25.500000 211507.000 25.121000 .1152
240000 21451000 2505.000 .5752

2505 V301: 350a 052017

Trace Grou It:
In! >11on Find-M070! hievlm~Novnl Conwuon

20.121000 25555000 20.17.5000 .2512
21005000 EJJMJNO E77lm0 ~25☜

5251: 17 125 3,05 40 5a,
Transeda P11:

maim- DchU Find-1mm mairn- 09501 Companon
22.411000 2550.000 25525000 .5525

2451100 2502.000 2250000 171511115 1m
0505 0555 025.: 1715111151511

Transware Pl:
Interim-Doch 11110015101 mairmDecnl Common

☜ADAM: EUAVAZZ 50254761 .45 7%
£452,647 EISSDJSB £522J 7 .37 1%

Lib 5500 140:1 .251;
Triad Group plc

h1a1m.smoo Flr1d~Mu0l inlalm-Smm Convauon
SZSDOJDUO £52,755 70 Hil m {1.3%
21255000 24511000 SHERWO ~20 K:

3.4b ☜749 A DD 402%

Tribal Group Flo
lnlaim-SSDOO Find-Maul Inlalm-Seoul

94.030011] EZIDMIXMJ 55.3☜.WD «275515
£|77D 0 22541000 2751000 427%

nla 4.000 3☁75!) 71/0

Ulllrm Networks pic
hialm~JunDD Find-Decal) "179"vale Comison

513.559.1700 20.052000 22.750000 528 3%
791%☝ -§665.WD 5500.000 Lon mm

4725.; «0450 «0.3a Lou mm
Unlvom Group Pic

hlaIm-Junoo Find»me Inle m-Jmui 55mm
221051000 240577.000 227251000 .2520.

2111000 2577.000 2401000 .21502
05100 g A 41.4 1701: 1011 19970111

V00: Group plc .
hialm-Odot) Find-A910! Lovellm-Ocl l Comixcn

EIBZAVmO 205051000 205721100 43.7%
21332000 55.002000 -5352.N0 Lon porn

411570 120.070 4000 Lou mm
. ., _ V] Group ole.

111511111- Ju1100 Find -Dac00 Inioi'im-Jmol Comixon
HAWDW ESAAZMD SJDH.NO ☜4.2%
5.25an 2455.000 2324.000 925 f}:

OASD ☜15p DEAD 0352☁]:

. , VIII-LI! lMIJ' M Pb: ,
hiulm-ADUO Find-OGOD inls m-Aornl Common

22.550024 052517.257 23.075200 .55 515
41.247334 -i7.VVB.IW -£☁.504M0 Lou 00m

:WJb SAID _ ☜559 La: bolh

. . Vocall: Group plc
hmIm-SWW Flnd☁Mu l Inlulm~5cc l Comixon

22000000 22701000 2122:0017 00.115
22.470000 27.140000 21050000 to: 7 mm

5.100 11.020 7 4:251: 101: mm
. . Warn-m Plo
Find-M000 Fina-Mani Common
SQAMDJV 33.701305 «57.2%

2215.212 2514.50 555715
0500 4 _ ☁ _ 0550 .3001.

Woehh Mllll lni Software pie
hluIm-JunDD Find-Decca interim-Jle Combo"

27.120000 55.535.☝ 252551.000 -B 2%
{ZEDW ☁EZSIWO JARMNU Lou mm

.0071: u; o .7050 L001 00171
Xnnn pic

hlalm-Ddo Find-AUDI Inimim-Oclol Common
☜52.71001 i3☜l235.t 0 $269,230.11☝ ~47 5%
05.745000 2552.000 2515.000 Lon 15121511

4350 -4 22:; .5 450 15☜ 00171
. . XKO Group plc

hiallm-SODUU Elna-MUG! Inlalm»sq>ul Common
220.177.1700 205211000 220.455.1700 .1215
.22.: 11000 210511000 44.777000 Lou 55111

>DI☁JD $5.300 4530:) km: bolh

. anlas Group plc
hlalm-JunDO Find-Doc☜) Inlmm-Jm l Common

220101700 25.755000 22.005000 .052.
$223000 £23 ☜DU i. D: l Dom

~Diop >00☜) 0749 Lou mm

Note: The companies listed on pages 2023 are those companies in our S/ITS index with revenue of >22m. Also included. in our index are: Ao nic. Atlantic Global.

BSoftB. Esrthport. Easysoreen, Fiestiil, I-Document Systems. Internet Business Group. Knowledge Technology Solutions, Myratechmat, Netcall. PC MedIcs Group.

Software for Sport. Stilo International. Systems Integrated. Systems Union. Ultresis Group
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Holway/sYSTEMHOUSE 868 Share Prices and Capitalisation
Sham PSR SCSI Sham prica Sham pricn Cnpilnllluwn Capihlun an

SCS Fnce Capiulrsainn Hllh c Ruin Index muva Ilnce 'f- mnv mow: llnca 11101150311)

Cal. 28-Feb-02 281F5b-02 PIE Cap/Rev. 23-Feb-02 314311♥02 In 2002 3|»Jan-02 In 2002

41:11 51151511: SP 20.53 219.3m Loss 4.50 555 47.50% 9.54% -24.10m 22.42111
411119 1115111111 Holdings cs 22.44 273.5111 Loss 5.51 15731 20.15% 49.50% 21751 m 20.04111
Arr 01111111 CS 2513 2105.4m 255 3.11 3417 29.07% 35.52% -241.291n 25412111
Alphamenc SP 20.99 21004111 552 1.77 452 41.53% 9.53% -210.71m -210.75m
411211311 SP 20.54 224.5m Loss 11.95 315 42.41% 43.51% 123.55m £3.95m
Nile Group cs 21.31 2355.5111 19.5 2.02 755 22.94% 23.17% -2115.711n -2100.51 m
411111113111 Games SP 20.55 253.2111 Loss 12.09 573 1.55% 42.00% 23.57m 24.15111
401111111110 00111111311111 SP 2325 24107111 Loss 11.32 100 5.79% 0.23% -229.95m 21.01111
Avava Group SP 23.53 251.4111 15.9 2.15 1513 41.37% 47.59% -27.55m 21333111
4,9,10,11,10 cs 21.70 257.2m 14.4 2.04 971 5.33% 2.56% {BBEm ♥22.55m
Ana" 13.11.11, H 21.33 21445111 10.4 0.24 575 535% 0.75% -25.15m -21.05111
931111111112 Techmlagies SP 20.10 245.5111 Loss 0.65 974 47.39% -37.70% 21031111 122954111
51111511112111311111151 SP 20.73 210.4111 10.5 1.11 1115 44.71% 333% 21.53111 20.33m
BLsiness swam: CS 2009 27.5111 Loss 0.20 75 23.40% 23.33% 21.94111 -23.32m
035112 51111111 cs 24.54 230554111 59.3 4.75 125429 9.15% -5.35% 225557111 2173.50m
Cedaerup SP 20.05 24.2111 Loss 0.05 52 10.00% 37.50% 20.351n 21.15m
omens cs 20.53 230.11n 442 2.25 917 452% 5.75% -21.51111 .2221 111
015111,: 061111121511 SP 20.50 211.1111 Loss 3.07 535 354% 43.11% 20.42111 -£1.58m
mica. 0.7111901,☜ SP 20.35 29.4111 Loss 4.17 302 22.95% 25.00% 21 .75m £1.68m
CMG cs 22.42 21 .479.5m 592 1.51 5552 4.73% 0.52% 1226.46m -29.47m
Comma SP 21.03 214.2m 21.0 0.55 755 45.33% 449.71% -22.701n 29.34111
00111111155 511111.112 SP 20.52 295111 25.5 2.21 547 7.19% 40.57% 20.63111 -21.20m
me. 5,0,4, R 20.53 225.5111 Loss 0.11 550 11.49% 2.37% 22.52m 20.50111
mmcem 1:1 23.29 250511111 122 0.31 490 -5.75% 4.75% -256.40m -230.55111
009 51111111 cs 20.21 25.1111 Loss 0.04 342 44.55% 25.07% >EO.87m >EZ.OIm
Dem," 51> 21.55 29.4111 74 0.55 595 -3.13% 5.39% -21955m 20.55m
Magma, as 20.92 250.5111 40.7 0.95 1330 40.73% 40.73% 129.65m -29.53m
Dim" 90",, R 24.20 267.5111 12.4 0.52 1265 400% 0.94% 23.59111 20.55111
011101511111 Dela R 20.54 2524.3m 5.4 0.55 114 27.27% 24.25% 230574111 2253.74m
DRsDaB&Hesearch SP 20.14 24.5m 12.7 0.59 127 4.75% 5.20% 20.09111 -20.43111
Easy☝. c5 21.45 291.5111 Loss 2.19 41 20.27% .44.13% -223.271n 927222111
2051111 51111111 cs 24.00 245.5111 42.7 0.72 221 25.51% 21.15% 4216.92"! -212.52m
am SP 21.35 2191.4111 Loss 1.13 5597 4 9.30% 23.33% -245.571n -255.21111
2125111110 0313 Processing SP 20.41 210.3m Loss 0.99 1255 4.20% 45.00% ♥2o.10m 22.30111
Epic 5111011 cs 20.72 215.2m 15.1 2.25 555 41.55% 47.71% -22.41 m 23.90111
211111111111 Managed Services cs 20.45 247111 17.5 0.50 450 1.12% 0.00% 242.41 111 20.00111
Ema. SP 20.59 2104.5m Loss 2.66 555 -6.15% 22.50% -219.55m -231.35m
Emmi. 00,995 SF 20.53 224 .5m 132 1.33 272 4 4.97% 24.70% 24.31111 125.1 1m
Home,☜ amp SP 20.52 259111 35.0 0.59 2355 21.15% 23.13% -22.35m 22.55111
F5111; 55111111130101» SP 20.55 221.5111 Lass 9.50 441 45.27% 45.10% 123.57m -24.10m
aids☜, 51> 20.10 23.4m Lose 0.57 250 475% 27.27% 20.17111 -21.29m
911151 A 20.55 224.5m 45.4 0.15 335 59.25% 57.32% 29.19m 25.99m
5125113111 0011111111110 cs 20.24 211.5111 Loss 0.50 251 4.52% 553% 20.94111 -20.72m
Guzman☝ cs 20.47 232.5m 3.5 0.35 154 54.15% 59.55% -235.55m £75.29m
☜Warm☝, cs 20.40 211.3m L099 1.01 307 4.25% 22.55% 22.51111 22.91 m
113117517 Nash Group A 20.50 215.1m 4.5 0.05 343 35.17% 50.00% -210.35m -217.751n
Him☝ 5,1515": 92110115 A 20.09 21.5111 Loss 0.09 250 37.93% 25.95% -21 mm -21.13m
Hamn☁recruwlogy R 20.25 214.9m 12.9 0.05 94 32.00% 49.05% £6.40m 23.50111
☜05.5mm cs 20.02 217.1m Loss 0.07 515 2.54% 9.79% £1.30m 23.0010
IS 91111111015 cs 20.31 275m 22.4 0.65 1137 0.00% 5.15% 20.00m -2o.50m
chCgmpmemaup cs 22.22 243.5m 13.1 0.55 1231 -1 1.40% 25.17% -25.57m -215.52m
1.35 mm SP 20.75 242.9m L055 343 533 10.29% 56.25% 23.95m 215.42m
lwvanonemup SP 22.43 2451 .1m Loss 7.95 1059 29.71% 32.54% 217592111 220574111
11.12111991112111111111119115 SP 2004 22.1111 Loss 0.24 37 42.50% 23.33% 20.30111 21.04111
mmedem SF 2040 25.5m Loss 3.25 657 20.79% 27.93% 21.72111 2254111
10011111111111 SP 2005 23.5m Less 177 53 47.39% 51.22% -20.50m 25.00111
11111161114011 cs 20.20 ☁ 29.1m 20.0 4.57 449 0.00% 2.44% 20.00111 2022111
15014131111111 SF 2.77 23253111 41.3 10.45 2514 42.54% 7.35% 24704111 22234111
1mg 05 22.31 21554111 152 0.94 550 055% 4.04% 21.35111 212.49111
Izmiawaslnfob rk) SF 130.33 215.0m Loss 7.03 5159 10.17% 3.17% £1.74m 20.57111

Jasmin SF 22.43 211.4111 29.5 2.55 1517 5.50% 3.77% 20.55m 20.51111

mausiness Technology 5P 20.13 25.3m Loss 0.44 95 4.17% 741% 20.00111 20.51111
KW" swam SP 20.27 220.5111 Loss 0.30 534 25.95% 27.57% -25.33m .212.42m

Keyslme 90111101595111; SP 2005 29.4111 Loss 2.10 92 21.43% 41.07% -22.57m -25.55111

K115142111]: Managemenlsunware SF 2011 212.7m Loss 2.09 55 43.33% 5.35% -21.19111 -20.90m
mmage SwponSysDns 5101.11; 5P 20-13 £93m Loss 4.37 59 0.00% 426.76% 20.00111 23.51am

mica CS 23.55 21 .720.3m 14.0 1.52 5273 27.90% 09.54% -2665.93m -21.139.79m

Lemon 51100950015512 SP £1.65 £280.6m 90.0 3.79 4135 12.20% 128% £30.51m £22.09!"
13.15,. A 20.75 214.7111 9.3 011 750 1.35% 19.05% 20.20111 £2.40m
M39104 SF 21.45 230.7111 14.9 0.55 595 1.72% 41.55% £0.56"! 432130'"
MarvowersollWare SP 20.14 23.4111 L095 1.21 144 20.00% -44.00% -21 Mm "£2153!"
Mamman 51-11110 SP 22.12 2451.51n 73.1 555 1511 -5.15% 3.17% -225.14m 214.com
MERANT SP 2107 21444111 11.7 0.57 517 .0370. .3.17% 120.73m 24.75111
Memri an...) cs 20.14 25.9m Loss 1.39 129 45.15% 51.71% -21.59m -22.73m
Mcmpen cs 20.95 245.4m 15.5 1.91 405 2.55% 4.32% -21.24m 23.74111

N015: Main SYSTEMHOUSE 508 Index set at 1000 on 15111 April 1989. Any new entrants lo the Stock Exchange are allocated an index 0! 1000 based on the
issue price. The SOS Index is not weighted; a change in 1he share price ul the largest company has the same 51150159 5 similar change for the smallest company.
Category Codes: CS: Computer Services SP = Soltware Product R = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Other
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Ncipher
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0101105093111

Parity
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Plaril Holdings

Prmagona (ms Rewgnion)

FSD Gm☜)
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Quartica

Ra Imama oml

Raga Somme
RDLGnJup

851.911 Decisions

Flamine

Hiverson

RM

R0119 1!: Nolan

Ruyalhlue G000
Sana (☁xmp
555 Group

509ch Sysmms

SDL

SewicePowar

Sherwood Inlamau'oml

511119 FIramial (was Policymsler)
smamoaik
Sophaun
swim Grow
Samara

5511910 Grow

Swamps VR

suicomul (ms JSE)
☁sws'ar
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Telawom Sysmn☁

T9rer1ce Gapman (3.0☜,
1101 6mm
Telex Group
Toni swans
Tanks
1515151509 Gm☜,
Trace cm☜,
Tmrssda

Tmrsmnm
T1130 Gm.»
Tribal Gruq)
uln'rm New,»8
Universe amp
Venn Gmup
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Vimal mun☁
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Weth Naragerm,☁ 50M,☜
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XKD 610w
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Note: Main SYSTEMHOUSE SCS Index 591511 1000 on 151h Apn1 1959. Any new entrants tot
i99ue price. The SOS Indax is not weighted: 9 change in the share price 01 the largest company

Holway/SYSTEM HOUSE SCS Share. Ptices and Capitalisation

so:
051

SP

CS

SP
CS
SP
F1

A
SP
CS
SP
CS

CS
CS

SP

SP

SP

A

SF

SF
SP
A
OS
A
SP
SP
A

SF
A

SP

SF
SF
SP

SP

A
05
CS
SP
SP
SP
SF
SF
A
SP
SP
SF
SF'
05
CS

SP
05
CS
CS
SP
(:3
SP

SF'
SF
CS
05
CS
R

SP

CS
SP
CS
SP
SF
SF

CS

SP

CS

Shave

Pricn

28-Foh-02

£2.62

£0.63

£2.52

£0.92

£0.23

£1.76

£0.76

£0.95

£0.12

£0.01

£0.17

£0.05

£0.23

£0.22

.9036
£0.06

£0.38

£0.08

£0.45

£0.03

£3.53

£0.47

£0.61

£0.05

£0.05

£0.47

£0.12

£0.31

£0.09

£0.74

£0.68

£5.78

£2.07

£0.19

£4.10

£0.58

£0.18

£1.13

£0.93

£0.01

£0.19

£0.62

£4.03

£0.45

£0.26

£6.08

£0.62

£0.12

£0.23

£0.27

£1.15

£7.43

£1 .45

£0.05

£1.29

£0.79

£0.20

£0.41

£0.73

£2.85

£0.02

£0.35

21 .20

£0.24

£0.45

£0.04

£0.47

£0.15

£2.99

£0.40

£0.05

0515151135551.
2955502

£181.6m

214.2171

E1 505.9171

211.1171

124.5111

£225.4m

£15.4m
£119.6m

£1.9m

21.2111

£15.7m

£92m

£65.1m

£68.1m

519.0111
£7.9m

£57.5m

£10.1m

£37.4m

£11.3m

£88.5m

£41.07"

£23.8m

£5.3m
£18.8m

£5.0m

£34.5m

£4.0m

£21 .lm

£69.0m

£9.6m
£175.9m

22.625217!

E1.7m

£103.4m

£31.1m
£8.9m

£51 .3m

2155M

£2.9m

£15.8m

£93.1m

£57.9m

£14.5m

£9.3m

俉183.2m

E1 00.7111

223.11"

£40.6m

£19.7m

£13.3m

£326.9m

£15.1m

£3.2m

£13.0m

£12.0m

£13.4m

£14.6m
£113.5r11

£126.01☜

£4.3m

£10.4m

£22.11☜

£5.0m

£11.5m

25.2111

£19.6m

俉6.21"

俉975.4m

£10.8m

£3.81☜

Hhmnc
PIE

27A

123

13.5

L055

L055

13A

205

L055

Loss

Loss

L055

L055
7.1

90

Loss ☁
L055
12A

Loss
14.6

Loss
75

Loss
12.4

L055
L055

4.1

Loss
58]

Lass

53

L055
963

31.2

143

234

732

L093

L055
83

L095
L059
L055
Loss
Loss
L059

L055
L055

Loss

33.2

Loss

194

75J

160

L055

8.5

05

103

93

55

345

L055

Lass

Less

135

L099

L055
Loss
L095
L055

Loss
Loss

PSR
Ruin

Cnpl nv.

3.43
2.95
1.75

0.35
1.57
0.39
0.10
3.33
0.30
0.45
4.41
0.53
0.61

1.55
3.27

0,53
0.21
3.99
1,95
1.29
1.00
0,29
0.71
0.55
3.29
0.21
1.95
2.00
3.24
0.29

0.37
2.55
5.42
0,04
2.09
1.05
2.72
0.95
0.91
0.05
2.04
0.25

1.52
2.35
4.31

10.95
0.42
1.54
1,95
0.53
1.43
2.45
3.92
0.75
1.10

0.70
2.05
1.41

0.35
5.23

0.52
0.21
0.52
0.99
1.75
1.93
5.13
0.40
2.49
0.29
0.53

SCSI

Ind-x
29-Fnb-02

5340
302

3253
545
300
7041

397
375
50
21
110
31

99
1370
900
32

5250
72

1975
45

1502
209
499
127
193
517
155
353
93

2100
910

3397
79712

155
3179
397
175

3745

617

9
255
599

1799
563

129
3033
375
15
0

195
996

14417
2735
214

1229

529
390
529
537
1727

55
1555
994
470
543
39

1093
113

7557
257
200

Category Codes: 05: Computer Services SP = Software Product 9 = Reseller A = IT Agency 0 = Othar

Share pm
may: Iincu

31-Jan♥02

23.43%
2.94%
49.65%
1.97%

-1 9.54%
11.75%
~E.79%

0.53%
6.88%

5.25%
11.95%
-9.09%

-21.55%
4 1.34%
20.00%
41.45%
44.77%
41.43%
-2.17%

~13.33%

49.07%
2.20%
3.42%

-23.91%
24.00%
-20.51%
-22.22%
40.29%
40.25%
459.04%
-1 5.55%
2.57%

43.91%
5.71%

-9.39%
5.59%
42.50%
45.57%
0.00%

-20.00%
-24.49%
-4.52%
-7.47%
45.15%
4.92%
-2.02%

-1 5.79%
44.91%
29.57%
-23.19%
0.00%
2.77%
0.00%
0.00%

22.95%
495%

-27.79%
-7.97%
9.02%

40.94%
0.00%
-1 41%
42.73%
31.99%
97.50%
-25.00%
44.55%

-1 .6796

0.50%
-1 7.53%
~9.09%

Sham price
% muva
in 2002

42.40%
49.23%
49.54%
46.92%
49.15%
-7.37%
40.55%
19.37%
37.69%

~3.85%

47.50%
31.92%
{12.09%
42.24%
-1 4.29%
-70.73%
23.47%
25.19%
49.19%
48.75%

22.95%
1 09%

10.00%

21.95%
40.53%
43.99%
-35.53%
23.75%
27.09%
59.05%
4 7.55%
5.71%
-9.30%
4 3.95%
21.15%
4 4.71%
22.22%
44.77%
5.13%
50.00%
35.21%
-20.00%
20.15%
4.55%

-1 0.53%
23.35%
40.14%
41.54%
.44.44%
35.37%
0.00%
2.05%

1 1.11%
5.99%
-3.73%
49.93%
-20.41%
9.99%
22.45%
42.31%
0.00%
-9.09%
44.29%
21.57%
91.49%
45.43%
10.59%

434%
45.54%
21.57%
0.00%

SYSYEMHOUSE
MARCH 2002

Capihhln on
move uincu
31-Jan-02

~252.931'1'1

-£0.36m

{345.ng

£0.17m

~21.10m

£23.72m

{1.09m

~£D.67m

~EO.12m

£0.00m

21.60111

{0.35m

~217,86m

~28.66m

_ 23.14m
-E§.56m

~£29.99rl1

~2128m

~20.77111

-£1.83m

-216.90m

£0.83m

£0.81m

{1.64m

-£5.93m

~£2.29m

-EQ.78m

-£0.47m

-£2.47m

-£146.87m

-£1.93m

£4.66m

~E424.66m

£0.09m

-£10.64m

25.18111

-21.26m

~£10.31"!

£0.02m

~20.74m

-£5.05m
-£4.45m

-£4.72m

£4.54m

~EO.22m

{3.78m

-EZO.31m

~241.001☜

£16.30m

~25.60m

£0.00m

£8.60m

£0.06!☜

20.00m

£2.42m

~20.55m

-£5.13m

~22.16111

21.561☜

-E15.52m

£0.00m

~EO.70m

~123.1 6m

-23.B1m

£6.37m

~21.73m

~23.39m

~130.1 0m

£5.05m

{2.20111
~2036m

Capiuluumn
mova (Em)
M202

~224.13m

~213.69m

~£365.77m

-£2.22m

~£1.00!☜

~1:17.381☜

-£1.80m

219.031☜

-£0.16m

-£0.13m

~£1.98m

{4.32m

~£30.73m

~29.50m

{3.1 4m
~215.95m

~217.63m

~23.60m

{8.30m

~512.70m

4126.31!☜

£0.42m

£2.20m

{1.47m

{12.27111

-£1.49m

E526m

~21.26m

~27.89m

~E15331m

{2.01m
-EB.43m

£269.33!☜

-EO.25m

-227.64m

£2.40m

~£2.56!☜

{7.75m

£0.02m

{2.94m

~£5.93m

-E23.25m

£5.76m

£0.65m

~21.11m

£34.70m

~£11.36r

>23.00m

~£32.52"!

-£10.25m

20.00111

26.50111

£1.51m

20.18171
~20.50171

~22.41111

~23.37m

{0.55m

~25.30m

£7.60m

£0.00m

-E1.00m

~£3.68!☜

-£2.57m

£6.40!☜

21.53111

£1.75"!

-俉0.31m

-£179.1Em

-22.90m

22.05111

ha stock Exchange are allocelsd an index of 1000 based on the

has the same effect as a similar changa ior1h9 smallest company.
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In a month where the news has been cominated 25-Feb-02 SCSI Index ☜055-03
I I I I I FTSE N (80!) INC! .0534

by stories of a Crisis In con dence in Company mm."m ☜.7,☝

accounting principles, all indices including our own
' ' lair-en☁s.♥ 'v-mia: FTSE SMIIICID 215317S/ITS index have fallen this month. The FFSE IT 868 I MI" III IIIIIIIII ☜II ml Mun☜ "I: II, Fm ml

Indexwas the worst hit with a 14% fall to 695. Across ' W" ☁0☜ t" r "a "*4" J" W☜ "MW

the waIerI the Nasdaq a|so performed badly with a unmpirozraznzaioz/az) rum 421$ -ii,ii% «21% am; {559;
From ism Apr H (☜75.00% ☜18.10%

12%fallto1359. From I-tJInW amazes mum
I mel-IJIHDI M72 99% ot ltlx

In the Holway S/ITS index. no one type of mm r. ... .2 .mm noun
"54.52% v7020% ~773I5$

company escaped. The lalls ranged fromthe resellers, names «922% mm
I70,55% ☜.on M0 54%

down an average of 3.4% to the software products 1mm :amx dun nssx .2. 70%

companies with their share price down an average of 1;; 4am ☁12::
8 4.91% 432☜ 47.757. 61.03% 05 05% oll.7l$

☁ °' e4 use 45.19% cum .aism 60.12% 40.59%
☁ ' ' ' ' ' me IllJnn 0| $15558 43 02% 41.12% 44.34% 4|.121- 423293

Leeklng a☁ the IndIVIdua] companleS' vlnua' meI-IJ-n z 45571 423% dull t 4760* -O.II% JLZS

lnte ' ' har ☁ ,.,. . , ..I me! had the best month. seeing its 5 6 price Emm 02 ☁ Wm ☜MI I W. III☜ Mm IIIIIII I

nse by88% to 45p. Followmg its results , it announced . . . , t Ju- a l in Jim 00. ulem
. System Houses 4.5% «0% erase

that it had reached agreement on a recommended IT Slall Agencies 55.5% 40.0% -52 2%
r A - Resellers 25.4% ass-x -2o.1%bid forthe company from Registencom (UK) valumg SIIIIWIIIII PMIIIIII 433% a 3% _7☜,6

thecompany at abom £12m. Also announch leSJns Hnlway Inlemel Index 181.0% es 3% 49.8%
Holwey SCS Index 2.9% 64.3% 61.5%

 

this month were London Bridge Software (p.12)

and Morse (p.17). Their share prices rose 12.2% and 11.8% respectively

Some longstanding nameswere amongst the worst share price performers this month. Suffean the most was RM with a share

price fall of 68% to 74p, as it released a trading update referring to dif culties in the education market. Guardian IT and Harvey

Nash also suffered, down 54% and 36% respectively The former issued a pro ts warning whilst the latter. announced its intention

to raise c214.3m in an underwritten placingand open offer. Logica☂s share price hasfallen 28% following its results announcement,

knocking ceeeem off its valuation. It now risks being dropped fromthe FTSE100.

 

ORDERFORM

NEW ITSA MARKET SERVICE
Elsangie User Licence e £2950

HOLWAY REPORT
Domiinuous Service incl. SVSTEMHOUSE and

Holnews (single user) 6 £6000+VAT
DHotway Industry Repon Year End Update

Only 0 E1500
(Many other packages on request)

SYSTEMHOUSE Gncl. Hotnews access)
DAnnual single user subsuiplion a 5:495
DAnnuai 5 user mbsoripllon' a 21495.

For lurthar details and additional licensing options please call 01252 740908

NEW UK PUBLIC SECTOR: OPPORTUNITIES FOR IT SERVICES
UMnsted copy 6 22000

E-LEAFINING AND THE UK IT TRAINING MARKET
DMaslar Copy a r2000

FROM:

DELIVERY ADDRESS:

Dchequa enclosed IC hequo payable to 0mm Ltd.) DPleese invoice my company

Address: Ovurri Hot/ray, 2 Georges Yard. Fernham, &lrray, GU9 7LW Phone: 01252 740900 Fax: 01252 740919 email: mai☂ ovumholweycom

SIGNED: V 7 DATE: 7

svsrsuiiiouseo ls pibllshod monthly by Ovun Holuuy. 2. St. George☁s Vard. Filmham. Suiey. sue 7LW. Telephone 01252 74 0900; m; oi 252 7409i 9: E-mai
mummiemunmmymm Mien mommthe mud 'Homy Report' Ind ihe ~Soiiwima and Corruxhq Services injury in Euwe Repair. (Mm HoMny mumsmtg☜
hold steer h the compariel issued
0 zoazovum united, Mmmmhmn mnmmywurwmmmniewrtltenpennlsimotmsp☁blm.wnlslavuywembmlakanto arms

me scalacy ol the normalim couched in inis doamml. he pibllshnrs carnal us had responsible '01 my arm: or uryWemoot. summer: as maxed in take
l dqmtmnl mMoe b01016 taking any lulu". SYSTEMHOUSEOIS A redacted trodemlk 01 Ovun limited.


